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From his birth place of Knidos, Ktesias found his way to the Persian couxt, either in
c.414 B.C. after enlisting in the army of the ill-fated rebel Pissuthnes, being captured by
Tissaphernes and being turned over to Dareios II as a physician, or in 404 B.C. as one of the
300 Greeks who accompanied Kyros from Sardis to Babylon. where Dareios II lay dying and
where he was retained by Dareios' successor, Kyros' elder brother, Artaxenres IL In 401 B.C.
Ktesias assisted Artaxerxes II at Kunaxa, while his younger contemporary, Xenophon.
assisted, albeit in a different capacity. Kyros. After Artaxtnres' victory Ktesias was involved
in several rounds of diplomatic activity, visiting Kyros' Greek mercenaries and the imprisoned
Klearkhos. and acting as an intermediary between prominent Greeks and Persians as Spana
and Persia drifted towards war'. Between his medical practice and diplomatic activity, and then
upon his return to Knidos, Ktesias wrote numerous works. These included an 'IvGuca. a
n~pioGoqin 3 books, a work entitled nqi sCiv as& 'Aoiav 06pov and a n ~ p a in~ 23
~ a
books2. The fust 5 books of the Persika covered the period from the establishment of the
Assyrian Empire by Ninos to the end of the Median Empire, and may have in some periods of
the work's life been known under the separate title, Assyriuka3. The next 6 were all devoted to
the life and times of Kyros. The final 12 books c o v e d the period from the reign of Kambyses
to the end of the eighth year of Awcerxes II, Ktesias' employer.
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J.W.McCrindle (ed. & a.),
Ancient India as described by Ktesias the Knidian, being a
nanslarion of t k abridgement of his "Indika"by Photios, and of r k fragments of the work
preserved in o t k r writers, (London, 1882; New Delhi, 1973), pp.1-2; 1.V.Pljankov.
C p e n ~ aA~a ~ aB ~asecraaxaarwHoro HcTopaKa Krec~a,(Dushanbe 1975). pp.9-16;
T.S.Brown, 'Suggestions for a Vita of Ctesias of Cnidos', Historia, 1978, pp.1-19.
Sec McCrindle, ibid., 1882, p.3; EHBunbury, A History of Ancienr Geography among the
Greeks and Romans from the earliest ages till the fa11 of the Roman Empire, (1883; New
York, 1959). I, p.338; FJacoby, Ktesias', Paulys Real-Encyclopddie der classischen
Altemunnvissenschafi, XI, 1922, ~12032-2040;RDrcws, T k Greek accounts of Eastern
History, (Cambridge Mass., 1973). pp.103-4 and P'jankov, ibid., 1975, p.15.
On the structure of Ktesias' history see Jacoby, 'Ktesias', 1922, co1.2040-2043 and
F.W.Konig (ed.), Die Persika des Ktesius von Knidos, (Graz, 1972). pp.28-33. For the
purpose of this paper Konig's allocation of episodes to books has been adopted.

Though Ktesias has been omitted from even the most extensive discussions of
Skythians in classical literatun?, it is clear that Ktesias' work preserves many interesting
notices on early history and ethnography of Central Asia, that he was the source of many later
Greek writings on Central Asia and that his work on Central Asia deserves to be more fully
discussed

Ktesias' sources5
The lowest of reputations is attributed to Ktesias by ancient6 and modem7 scholars
alike. The identity of Ktesias' sources has been much debated, but their authority and
credibility has generally been reckoned as low as Ktesias' own8. A fairer judgement upon
Ktesias' work is to be found in Bunbury. who though condemning the Indika as a 'tissue of
fables' wrote that:
'Of the historical merits of the "Persica" in general, it does not fall within our province
to speak, had the work been preserved to us in its entirety it would unquestionably have
afforded us many intatsting notices and casual details of a geographical character9.

M.I.Rostovtzeff, Skythien wrd der Bosporur, I, (Berlin, 1931); St.Borzsak, Die Kenntnisse
des Altertrunr a e r &as Karpathenbecken, (Diss. Pannon. I. 6; Budapest, 1936); L.Pearson,
Early Ionian Historians, (1939; Oxford, 1975); M.Ninck, Die Entdeckung von Europa
durch die Grieckn. (Basel, 1945); K.E.Miiller, Geschichte der anrikr Ethnographic und
ethnologischen Theoriebildung von den Anf6ngen bis auf die byzantinischen
Historiograpkn, I , (Wiesbaden, 1972).
Unless otherwise stated translations of relevant text are drawn from k b editions.
See the catalogue of classical writers in FGrHist III C 688 TI1 and T13. For a summa^^ of
ancient judgements see P'jankov, Cpen~gaAs=, 1975, pp.30-31.
Marquart, according to W.B.Henning, Zoroaster. Politician or Witch-doctor. (Oxford,
1951). p.21, called Ktesias The Father of Romances'. McCrindle wrote in his Ancient
India as described by Ktesias, 1882 (1973). p.4, that Xtesias unfommately was not only a
great lover of the marvellous, but also singularly deficient, for one of his profession, in
critical acumen' and that his work was little else than a tissue of fables and of absurd
perversions or exaggerations of the truth...', See aslo T.SBmwn. The Greek H i s t o ~ n s .
(Lexington, Mass., 1973). pp.77-86 and Drews, T k Greek Accounts of Eastern History.
1973, pp.103-116. For summaries of further modem judgements see P'jankov, ibid.,
pp.28-30 and Gh.Gnoli, Ricerck srorick sul Sistan d c o , (Roma, 1967), p.95 n.5 and
Zoroaster's Time and Homeland, A study on the Origins of Mazdeism and related
Problem. (Naples. 1980). p.92.
Sec the discussion of the matter in Jacoby, Xtesias', 1922, co1.2047-2051.
Bunbury. Ancient Geography. 1883. pp.338-9.

The suggestion that there may k some greater value still in Ktesias' work, has occasionally
been madelo. Diodoros' repon (II.x~mii.4)that Ktesias claimed to have found the names of the
Median kings in the Baadumi 6uqOdpau (the 'royal leather records') has even been taken by
some scholars, upon the supposed resemblances between some stories in Ktcsiai Persib and
some stories in Firdousi's Shahnameh. as evidence of the existence of Median and Persian
archives and of Ktesias' consultation of them upon a wide number of subjects". This may be
going too far. The fictitiousness of Ktesias' Median King list might not imply, as Drews
suggests it docs, that official records did not exist, but it docs imply that if they did Ktesias
never directly consulted theml2.
Whatever judgement might be passed on Ktesias' sources and method, his work offers
a view h m the h m of an empire which smtched from the Aegean to the Indus, h m the Aral
to Libya. The administrative centres of this empire, Sousa and Babylon, were cosmopolitan
cities and the royal residence. Persepolis, received embassies from all over the known world. It
is highly probable that Ktesias, attached to the Persian coun for 17 yean, came into contact
with merchants, soldiers, and diplomats from the Central Asian frontier provinces of Hyrkania
and Bakma. Indeed, Ktesias refered to two Bakmans holding high positions in the cow of
Anaxerxes 11, the King's eye, Artasyras, and the King's son-in-law, Orontes,l3 and
Xenophon refers to a large number of Hyrkanians in influencial positions in Kyros' court14.
Though there are no records of Saka tribesmen rising to high office, Xenophon's story of a
conversation between Kyros and a champion horseman among his Saka m o p s docs suggest
that Saka horsemen were thought, at least in Xenophon's day, to have been stationed in the

e.g. J.Junge, Saka-Studien. Der ferne Nordosten im Weltbild der Antike. (Klio Beiheft,
XLI, 1939). p.42 n.5. In more recent years Pljankov and B i g w d have subjected Ktesias'
work to a close and fruitful historiographical analysis. I.V.P1jankov, ' C s e n e ~ a aKrecHa o
BAaneHHRX 6 a p n Ha
~ ~BOCTOKe ~ p a ~ aB~CTHEK
',
npeBHefi ECTOPEE, m,
1961,
~"
H cpenaea3~arcx
ue caTpanaa axeMemoB
4, pp.98- 103, '"Mc~opaaI l e p c ~ KrecHa
B xoHge V B . no ~ . s . ibid,
',
XCII, 1965, 2, pp.35-50, and C p e m ~ ~Aa~ H B1975;
,
J . M . B i g w d , 'Ctesias' Account of the Revolt of Inarus', Phoenix, XXX. 1976. pp.1-25;
'Ctesias as Historian of the Persian Wars', ibid., XXXII, 1978, pp. 19-41; 'Diodoros and
Ctesias', ibid., X X X N , 1980, pp.195-207.
l1 A.Ch.istensen, Les Gestes &s Rois dons les traditions de l'lran antique, (Paris, 936),
pp. 1 1 6 7 and A.MSizzagalli, 'L'cpica iranica e gli scrittori grec', Arene e Roma, ser-Ut,10
(1942). pp.33-43.
l2 Drews. The Greek Accowtts, 1973, p. 111-2.
13 Photius' epitome of Ktesias' Persika, ch. 50 & 57 respectively.
l4 Xenophon, Kyropaideia lV.ii.8 and VIII.iv.25. This is doubtlessly anachronistic. Darcios
I, who was satrap of Hyrkania before assuming the throne, probably brought most of the
Hyrkanians to the capital. Xenophon's reference does. however, illustrate the capital's later
cosmopolitan reputation.
lo

capitals from an early date15. In Ktesias' day there were Hyrkanians, Baktrians and Saka
mops sewing in the Persian arrnies16and Grteks living in Bakeria and Sogdianal7. It was the
stories which people such as these told, rather than any archive in Persepolis, which carried the
Iranians' essentially oral historical tradition18. Thus. though the stories about Central Asia
which Ktesias related might be nothing more than a 'tissue of fantasies', the fantasies were
almost ctrtainly not his alone.
Investigation of Ktesias' conception of the history and ethnography of Central Asia
might best be undertaken by examining the suspected Ktesian references to Central Asia in the
order in which they would seem to have appeared in his Persika, and by examining the
geographical conceptions implicit in the above Persiko hgments and in suspected hgments of
Ktesias' Periodos.

Semiramis
It was probably in Book I, after giving an account of Ninos' campaigns and the
establishment of the Assyrian Empire, that Ktesias dealt with the Assyrian Queen Semiramis.
Indeed, as Olrnstead wrote, Ktesias' Assyrian history may well be described as 'a wild
romance whose heroine is Queen Semiramis'lg. Diodoros (II.16-19). repeatedly citing
Ktesias20, offers a lengthy account of how, after a miraculous birth, notable youth and
marriage to the Assyrian noble Onnes, the Syrian-born Semiramis helped the Assyrians take
the citadel of the Bakaian King Oxyartes, was appropriated by her infatuated king, Ninos, to
whom she gave birth to a son, Ninyas, carried out an extensive building programme in
Babylon, visited Egypt and Ethiopia, gathered a force in Bakxria, conducted an unsuccessful
campaign against the Indian King Strabrohates, and then at the age of 62 dissappeared. That
ihm were other versions of the story circulating in Diodoros time is clear from Diodoros'

Is Xenophon, Kyropaideia, Vm.iii.25-32.
l6 Cf.B.JaStaviskij,

'Cpeama Asaa a a x e ~ e E u n c ~ uMpaa',
B
in B.G.Gafurov et.al.(ed.),
Mcropaa HpaHCKOrO rocymapcrsa
KyAbTyphI. K 2500 AeTUK, HpaHCKOrO
rocynapcrea, (Moscow, 1971). p. 156.
l7 P'jankov. Cpemaa Aaaa, 1975. pp.34-37. Dareios had canied off to Baktria the Grteks
of Barka in Libya (Her.lV.204) and threatened to do the same to the daughters of the Ionian
rebels (Her.VI.9), while Xerxes had settled the Brankhidai of Didyma somewhere in
Sogdiana (Strabo XI.xi.4. XlV.i.5. XW.i.43).
l8 E.Yanhater, lranian national history', Cambridge History of Iran, 3, 1, 1983, pp.359-477.
l9 A.Olmstead, Hisrory of the Persiun Empire, (1948; Chicago, 1970). p.380.
z0 Diodoros II.v.4, vii.1, vii. 3.4, viii.5, xiv.15, xvii.1 and xix.10. Indeed Diodoros prefaced
his account of Ninos and Semiramis (ILii.2) with the declaration that '...we shall undertake
to win over briefly the most important nations. as given in the account of Ctesias of Cnidus'
and closed his account of Semiramis' life (KI.xx.3) with 'Such, then is the account that
Ctesias of Cnidus has given about Semiramis...'.

comment in II.xx.3, that Athenaios and certain other historians arc said to offer a different
account, wherein Semiramis seized power h m her husband. Herodotos mentioned Semiramis
briefly in 1.184. Polyainos' story in his Snategiko VItI.26, writes that:
'Semiramis, when in the bath, received intelligence of the revolt of the Siracians and,
without waiting to have her sandles put on or her hair dressed, immdiattly left it, and
took the field'.
and that she had her achievements inscribad on p~llars:
7 swayed the sceptre of Ninos: and extended my dominions to the river Hinamcnes...
and northward to the Sacae and the Sogdians...?I.
Although Polyainos' account in no way contradicts Diodoros', the accounts include very
different material. Diodoros' account, for example, dots not mention Siracians.The question of
Polyainos' source will be returned to later in this paper. The question which might be
addressed here is that of the origin and msmission of the story which survives in Diodoros'
work.
The Semiramis cycle of tales almost cmainly originated in the Syrian-Mesopotamian
region. Not only is Semiramis said to be Syrian-born and charged with Ishtar-like
characteristics, it is not hard to see in her name. the name of 'Sammuramat', the wife of
Shamsi-Adab V (824-811 B.C.) and mother of Adad-Nirari22.Sammuramat has, however.
provided Assyriologists with many difficulties. Luckenbill. in his translation of, and
cornmenmy on, the Assur inscriptions, expresses the belief that Sauunurarnat acted as a regent
for five years after her husband's death before her son, Adad-Nirari III. assumed full
powers2'. Though this regent theory has been adopted by some historiansu, others have
Translation by R.Shepherd, Polyaenus' Stratagems of War, (London, 1793; Chicago,
1974).
22 See the inscription at Assur, D.D.Luckenbil1, Ancient Records of Assyria and Babylonia,
(1927; New York, 1968), 110.732 (p260)and the inscription on the statue of the god Nabu
at Nimrud, Luckenbill, ibid., 745, (p.264). For discussion see M.Braun, History und
Romance in Graeco-Oriental Literature, (Oxford, 1938). pp.68; G.Roux, Ancient Iran,
(London, 1966). p.279; H.W.F.Saggs, T k Greatness tha~war Babylon. A srvvey of the
ancient civilisation of t k Tigris-Euphratesvalley, (London., 1962; 1966). p.103; W-Eilcrs,
Semiramis, Entstehung und Nachtal einer altorienralischen Sage, (Sitzungsberichte dcr
t)stemichischen Akademie der Wisscnschaftcn, CCLXXTV, 2, 1971). pp2546, and P.
Briant, L'Asie centrale et les roya.ume prock o r i e du~ premier millt!naire (c.WIIe-We
sidcle avant notre Cre), (Paris, 1984). p.25.
Luckenbill, ibid.
24 Most nxently of all by Eilcrs, Semiramis, 1971, pp.32-38 and I.Borzsak, 'Semiramis in
Zentralasien', in J.Harmatta (d),
Studies in t k sources on the History of Pre-Ishmic
Central Asia, (Budapest, 1979). pp.56-57. A coregency is tentatively proposal by S.Page,
'Adad-nirari KII and Semiramis- The Stelae of Saba'a and Rimah', Orientalia, n.s.38, 1969,
pp.457-8.
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argued that this thcory demands misreading the Nabu inscription and postulating an exception
to all known Assyrian succession practices25. In either case the difficulty remains of
determining whether an Assyrian army was ever likely to have marched as far east as
Semiramis is said to have marched.
Many scholars have argued the existence of some form of Bakuian State in the 7th
century B.C.Z. Some have argued that the most organised state in Central Asia in this period
was that of the K h ~ r a s m i a n sand
~ ~ others that there were several states coexisting in pre-

25 W.Schramm. 'War Semiramis assyrische Regentin?'. Historia, XXI, 1972. pp.513-521;
A.R.Millard and HTadmor, 'Adad-nirari III in Syria another Stele Fragment and the dates
of his campaigns', Iraq, XXXV, 1973, pp.57-64; and H.Tadmor, The Historical
inscription of Adad-Nirari III',Iraq, XXXV, 1973, pp. 141-150, who concludes on p.147
that What rtmains is mostly the desire of the historian to seek authentic elements in the late
and complex legends of Ctcsias about Semiramis and Ninos'.
z6 e.g. W.Geiger, Ostiranische Kultur im Alterturn, (Erlangen, 1882). pp.62ff. and
Civilisation of the Ancient Iranians in Ancienr Times, (London, 1885), p.45; J.Prasek,
Geschichre &r Me&r und Perser bis zur makedonischen Eroberung, I, (Gotha, 1906),
pp.50-54; Heming, Zorouster, 1942, p.42; R.Frye. Heritage of Persia, (London, 1962).
p.401; B.G.Gafurov and B.A.Litvinskij (ed.)., W c r o p ~ ar a d r n r c r o r o Hapoxa, I,
(Moscow, 1963). ch.3; M.M.D'jakonov, Oqepr n c ~ o p a ampeemero MpaHa, (Moscow,
1961), pp.63, 75 and 366 and ' & c T o ~ ~ BMpaH no KEpa (K B O 3 M O X H O C I H HOBPX
nocranoBon ~onpoca',in Gafurov e t d . (ed.), Mcropaa HpaHcroro rocymapcreq 1971,
pp. 122-154; E.E.Kuzlmina, The "Bacaian Mirage" and the Archaeological Reality. On the
problem of the formation of north Bacman culture', East ond West, n.s.XXV1, 1976,
pp.111-132; A-Cattenat and J.C.Gardin, 'Diffusion compade de quelques genres des
potcrie d r i s t i q u e s de l'Cpoque achbdnide sur le plateau iranien et en Asie cenuale', in
J.Deshayes (4.). Le Plateau iranien et 1'Asie centrole, (Paris, 1977). pp.225-248, esp.
p.243; J.C.Gardin & P.Gentelle, 'L'exploitation du sol en Bacmane antique', LXW, 1979,
pp.1-29 and Gnoli, Zoroaster's Time and Homeland, 1980, p.93. Besides the
archaedlogical indications of a flourishing Bakuian culture in the 7th century B.C. it has
been noted that Diodoros II.xxvi refers to Bakuians coming to the aid of the Assyrians (to
be discussed later in this paper), Xenophon, Kyropaideia, I.v.2 refers to Kyaxarcs' war
with the Baktrians, Herodotos 1.153 refers to K p s ' fear of Bakeria, and Xenophon,
refer to Kyros' war with Bakuia.
Kyropaideia, VLi.3 and Ktesias (Photius
2' S.P.Tolstov, n p e ~ ~ a
Xopeo~,
a
1951, pp. mff. & 341 and I.V.Pjjankov, X O ~ ~ C M H H
rexarea Mmercroro', Bex p e ~ n e PECTO~EE, CXX,1972.2, pp.3-21 intnprtted
the Hekataian fragment in Athenaios II.70B as alluding to ancient Khorasmian mu01 of
Mcrv and Harat LGcrshevitch, T k Avesm Hymn ro Mithra , (Cambridge, 1959). pp.1421.296299 argues the existence of a pre-Akhaemenid Khorasmian state on the basis of
allusions to a 'council of premiers'.

Achaemenid Central AsiaZB.Nevertheless, even if a well organised pre-Akbcmenid Bakuian
state can be said to have existed, there is no literary or archaeological evidence that the
Assyrians campaigned as far east as Baknia29. Though the stories i n d u c e d above may have
been appended to the life of Sammuramat, and Lhough it is possible that there was
communication between the Assyria Empire and Cenwl Asia, it is unlikely that the extant
Semiramis stories are echos of Assyrian military operations in Baktna, Sogdia, the land of the
Saka, or India30. It is possible, as Eddy. P'jankov and Gnoli suggest, that the linking of
Semiramis with these distant lands was e n m g e d by the expeditions to these lands of Kyros,
Dareios and Alexandesl.
Polyainos' story drew heavily upon images associated with Dareios I. Firstly, the
reference to Semiramis extending her empire to the G K
~ a~
%ybu<
i
would seem to reflect
the ethnographic conceptions implicit in the expression 'Saka who are beyond Sogdiana',
found in one of Dareios' Persepolis in~cription~~.
Secondly, the reference to Semiramis' war
with the Sirakoi recalls Polyainos' story, to be discussed at greater length later in this paper,
about the horse-keeper Sirakes who delivered the nomads from Dareios 1. Thirdly. the canal
system, which the inscription says Semiramis devised, was only developed in Akhaemenid
ti1nes3~.Borzak has argued that one other influence in the formulation of the story Polyainos
preserves was the story of the Egyptian king Sesostrisu. Sesostris is said by Herodotos
(It. 103) to have 'passed over from Asia to Europe and subdued the Scyhans and Thracians'.
He is said by Diodoros (I.lv.3-4) to have:
'passed over the river Ganges and visited all of India as far as the ocean. as well as the
tribes of the Scythians as far as the river Tanais, which divides Eumpe from Asia',
and (I.lv.6-12) after subjecting all of Asia, to have crossed into Europe, campaigned as far as
Thrace, and set up numerous stelae throughout his new domains. It is more likely, however.
that the Sesostris story, like the Semiramis one, was influenced by the achievements of the first
Akhaemenids35. As Polyainos' account seem to have preserved material relevant o the rule of
the first Akhaemenid kings, it is possible that Ktesias was one of the original sources for the
material, but as Polyainos account varies greatly h m Diodoros' (e.g. the 'Sirakoi' being

28 Briant, L'Asie cennale , 1984.
29 Kuzmina, The "Bactrian Mirage"', 1976, p.130 and Briant, ibid.
30 Borzsak, 'Semiramis in Zentralasien', 1979, p.58.
S.K.Eddy, The King is Dead, (Lincoln, 1961). pp.121-125. and B.A.Litvinskij, Cpexmxa
A o ~ a (Moscow,
,
1977). pp.53-57 and Gnoli, Zoroaster's T i m and Honeland, 1980. p.92
n.6.
32 R.Kent, Old Persian, (New Haven, 1953). p.136, DPh lines 5 & 6 S&3:
tYOj :pma :
Sugdam ...
33 Eilers, Semiramis, 1971, p. 13 and Borsak, Semiramis in Zcnrralarien, 1979, p.65.
BofSak, ibid., pp.61-65.
35 0.K.Armayor. 'Sesostris and Herodotus' autopsy of Thrace, Colchis. Inland Asia Minor
and the Levant', Hanard Srudies in Classical Philology. 84,1980, pp.51-74.
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mentioned in the former but not in the latter), it is possible that one or both of these writer's
accounts diverged dramatically form Ktesias' original. The relationship between Polyainos and
Ktesias will be discussed funher later in this paper. Anention might now turn to the
relationship between Diodms' and Ktesias' account of Semiramis.
Diodoros' account of Semiramis' life, though presented as Ktesias' account, clearly
includes elements drawn from the campaigns of Alexander. The account of how Semiramis
lead an assault upon the acropolis of Bakua and defeating the Baktrian King Oxyarted6 was
clearly influenced by the record of Alexander's assault upon the Sogdian Rock where, among
others, the Bakuian chief Oxyartes had taken refuge3'. As to who may have been responsible
for the post-Alexander version of the legend, suspicion must fall on Kleitarkhos who is cited
by Diodoros (II.vii.3) as differing with Ktesias on the length of the walls Semiramis built at
Babylon. It is no coincidence that Kleitarkhos' figure is also given by Curtius (V.i.26).
Though the relationship between the work of Kleitarkhos, Aristoboulos and Ptolemy is
unclear, it does seem that Arrian and Strabo worked chiefly from Aristoboulos and Ptolemy,
while Diodoros and Curtius worked chiefly from Kleitarkhos. The only question remaining, is
from where did Kleitarkhos draw the material for his story. Eddy saw Kleitarkhos as
responsible for the Uacedonian edition' of the Semiramis legend, but as Semiramis'
achievements in this legend exceed Alexander's (for example, her conquest of Ethiopia), as
Kleitarkhos is not likely to have wanted to slight Alexander, and as Babylonia is the world
centre in this vmion of the story, he suggested that Kleitarkhos was not himself responsible
for the Alexander motifs: Rather it would appear that he picked them up from an otherwise
unknown Babylonian "Semiramis legend"' and that this legend was 'a logical extension of
previously established native propaganda brought up to date in order to compare Babylonians
favourably with Makedonians38. Eddy believed this Babylonian version was written some
time between the death of Alexander in 323 B.C. and the publication of Kleitarkhos' work in
c.275 B.C. The thesis is not, however, convincing. That Babylonia features as the world
centre need occasion no surprise. Not only was Babylon an important city in both Alexander's
day and the Assyrian times in which the story is supposed to be set, but as has been noted
above, the story probably had its origins in Babylonia or Syria. Diodoros, moreover,
repeatedly claims to be using Ktesias' account and the post-Alexander modifications could
easily be explained in terms of Diodoros dipping into the essentially Ktesian account of
Kleirarkhos. Kleitarkhos, whose father Deinon will later be argued to have used Ktesias' work
extensively, probably simply rewrote the story he found in the copy of Ktesias' work he
undoubtedly possessed. Thus, though I t was probably not through the Medes and Persians
but in opposition to them that Ninus, the Assyrian, and Semiramis, the Babylonian, became the
See Lenschau, 'Semiramis', Poulys Real-Encyclopddie der classischen
Alternunswissenschrfr, Supp. W . ,1940, co1.1208 and Konig, Die Persika des Ktesias
von Knidos', 1972, p.39.
37 Arrian lV.xviii-xx; Cunius, Vm.iv.21-22; IX.viii.10; X.iii.11.
38 Eddy, The King is Dead. 1961, pp.123-4.
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and though Ktesias had probably recarded a
cennal figures of a popular cycle of
Babylonian version of the story, late Babylonian mediation in the transmission of the story
from Ktesias to Kleitarkhos is unnecessary. Diodoros thus probably used Ktesias and
Kleitarkhos' reworking of Ktesiasbo.
Arrian's account (VI.24) of how Alexander's comrades listened to local stories of
Semiramis' Indian campaigns does not necessarily suggest that Semiramis did actually
campaign in the east It might only suggest that the Semiramis legend was known in eastan
Lran41 or, more probably still, that Alexander's comrades were happy to think they were
hearing Semiramis stories. Thus, the campaigns of Kyros, Dartios and Alexander were
probably influencing the narration of Semiramis' legendary exploits at the same time as the
Semiramis legend was influencing the way Kyros', Darcios' and Alexander's campaigns were
narrated.
Arbakes and Maudakes
From his discussion of early Assyrian history, Ktesias moved on, in his third book, to
a discussion of Median history. Diodoros (II.xxxii.4-6) cites Ktesias as mentioning a certain
Arbakes, who ruled the Medes for 28 yeadz, and his son Maudakes, who ruled for 50 years.
Though Ktesias is said to have associated these names and reign periods with the Medes,
Herodotos associates them with Skythlans. In connection with Arbakes it might be noted that
Herodotos, in his first story of Skythian origins (N.5-10) calls Targitaos' second son
'Aprc6Cay. This name bears a great resemblance to one of the fathers of the world's races in
Genesis I.x.22, A r p a c h ~ h a d In
~ ~Judith
.
1.13 hpachshad appears in a different guise, the
Median who was attacked and killed by Nebuchadneuar of Ass*.
The name Arpoxais may
have once been associated with the Skythian aibes that came out of the Caucasus in the 7th
century B.C. Christensen noted a similarity between the Arpo of 'Arpoxais' and the
.
'r-pa' may have designated not only a mountain range (the
geographical name P ~ a a i aThat
Caucasus) but also a people is evident &om Genesis I.x.12 where Japhet's son Gomer is said
to have had three sons, Ashkenaz, Riphat and Togarma. As the Ashkenaz are associated in

39 Braun, History and Romance, 1938, p.9.
40 The same conclusion is reached by P'jankov, Cpeamza A3m, 1975, pp. 136.139.
41 V.V.Bartold, 'K H C T O ~ H H nepcBLtcroro anoca', 3an~crmBOCTOIBO~O
OTaeAems

Pyccxoro apxeoAorwecxoro o 6 p ~ e m aXW,1915. pp.258ff. saw the legend as k i n g
pan of an castern Iranian epic tradition.
42 Diodoros II.xxv-xxviiiA.Christensen, Les types du premier hornme et du premier roi dans
I'histoire lkgendaire &s iraniennes, I, (Stockholm, 1917),pp.138-9.
43 Genesis I.x.22. See Christensen, Les types du premier homme et du premier roi, 1917,
p. 139 and L.A.Ellnitskij, 'Cr a+crme AereHmar r ax x ~ A ~ T ~ ~ H O - E C T O ~ H W ~ K H
MarepHa~',Cosercx aa apxeoAoraa, 1970, p.66.

Jeremiah 51.27 with the northern kingdoms of Ararat and M i n r ~ i ~as~ ,Japhet is usually
regarded in Hebrew tradition as the ancestor of northern and eastern peoples4S, and as
'Gomer' is clearly from 'Gimirri', the first wave of horsemen to come down from the
Caucasus, and 'Ashkenaz' is clearly h m the Assyrian 'ADS-Ugu-za-ai' (an origrnal Hebrew
'waw' being later mimad as an 'nun')46, the second main wave, the Riphat too may be
supposed to bc a mounted people from the Caucasus (the 't' being a Saka plural ending)47.As
the -xais of 'Arpoxais' is clearly a rendering of an Iranian word for 'ruler' (cf.
0.PerdZyaeiya ). 'Arpoxais' might have meant Xing of the Ripat'.

In connection with hbakes' reign period and the name Maudakes it might bc n o d that
Herodotos (1.103-107) names a certain Madyes as king of the Skythians and gives 28 years as
the duration of Skythian domination of Asia48. Do these names and reign period, then.
rightfully belong to Medes or to Skythians? Besides Diodoros' account of late 7th century B.C.
events in Mesopotamia, there are the accounts of Herodotos, the Babylonians and the
Assyrians. Most scholars agree in reconciling these three accounts as follows. The main
protagonists in the mid 7th century B.C. conflicts were the Assyrians of Ashurbanipal and the
Skythians of Madyes, son of Partatua, on the one hand, and a confederacy of nomads (laown
Noted by O.Szemerdnyi, Four old Iranian Ethnic Names: Scythian-SkLldra-Sogdkn-Saka.
(tjsterreichische Akademie der Wissenschaften, Philosophisch-historisch Klasse,
Sitzungsberichte, CCCLXXI. Veroffentlichungen der Iranische Komrnission, IX), (Wien.
1980). p.7.
45 D.Leslie, 'Japhet in China', Journal of the American Oriental Society, C N ,3, 1984.
pp.403-449.
96 P.Daffina, I1 Nomadismo CentrasimMco,
(Roma, 1982). pp.67.
47 Christensen, Les types du premier hornme , 1917, p.138. This possibility is overlooked
even by those scholars who note that the Hebrew Ashkenaz designated Skythians. e.g.
H.Wincler, 'Kimmerier, AS-er,
Skythen', in his Altorientalisck Forschungen I, 1897,
pp.484496 and S&nyi.
Four old Iranian ethnic names, 1980, p.7.
Kyaxares, b g of the Medes, had just gained the upper hand in his war with the Assyrians
when There came down upon him a great m y of Scytluans, led by their king Madyes son
of Protothyes. These had invaded Asia after they had driven the Cimmerians out of Europe:
pursuing them in their flight the Scythians came to the Median country'. After giving an
a m u n t in 1.104-106 of the Skythians' route to Media, adventures in Syria, 28 year harsh
rule over Asia and final o v e w , HcrOdotos concluded in 1.107; 'Afterwards Cyaxerxes
died after a reign of forty years (among which I count the years of Scythian domination)'.
That Herodotos means h n only Upper Asia, that the Scythian activity in Palestine could
only have k n a raid, not the great occupation many Biblical scholars imagine, and that
thcrc is little rtason to set these raids behind Jeremiah's carliest prophecies (Jeremiah L 1214; 4:6) has been argued cogently by R.P.Vaggione, 'Over all Asia? The extent of the
Scythian domination in Herodotus', Journal of Biblical Literawe, XCII, 1973, pp.523530.

variously as Urnman-man& and G d r i ) and a confderacy of r e k l subjects, headed by the
Median chieftain @own to the Greeks as Phraortes). The Assyrians repelled the attack, killing
the Median chieftain and routing the Urnman-mandas, but the real v
i
m were the Skytluans.
For the next 28 years, probably together with their one h e enemy. the Kimmerians. the
Skythians ravaged mast of Asia Minor. In 512 the Skythians with their Median subject
Kyaxarts, son of Phrams, and Babylonian ally, Nabopolassar, dealt a final blow to Assyria
and destroyed N i n e ~ e h ~ ~ .
Ktesias seems to have presented the Skythian leader who destroyed Nincveh as the
founder of the Median Empire. He may have k e n led to do so by a Median tradition which
sought to ascribe as many accomplishments as possible to the Median Kings, or may simply
have been in need of names and reigns to fill out the Median history which he was struggling to
writeso. Ktesias' misuse of names elsewhere associated with Skyhians is not, however, the
only reason Diodoros' Ktesian fragment is of relevance to the present study. The most curious
element in Diodoros' story is the reference to how Arbakes on the eve of his onslaught on
Nineveh had to win allegiance of a force which had arrived from Bakuia to relieve the
~ s s y r i a n s ~As
l . has been discussed above, it is possible that some form of organised Bakuian
state existed in the 7th century B.C. and the Ktesian hgment in Diodoros Il.xxvi has often
been taken as evidence for the existence of such a state. Thus, it is possible that Ktcsias
accurately recorded Bakuian involvement in Median history52.

A-T-Olmstead, History of the Persian Empire, (1948; Chicago.l970), pp.29-33;
RGhirshman, Iranfrom earliest times to the Islamic conquest, (1954; bndon, 1978). pp.
98-99 & 106; LAliev, Mc~opaaMEAEE,(Baku,1960). pp.222-230.
Drews. The Greek accounts of Eastern History. 1973. pp. 111-112 suggested Ktesias'
Median names 'represent the ancestors of various Median families prominent in the fifth and
fourth centuries' and that his Median history was little more than a couple of unusual
incidents which he had heard as taking place in Median times. For a full exploration of the
names of Ktesias' Median rulers see W-Nagel. Ninus und Semiromis in Sage und
Geschichte iranische Staaten und R e i t e m d n vor Darius, (Berlin. 1982). pp. 102-109.
51 Diodoros Il.xxvi; 'there came a messenger with the news that a force which had been
despatched h m Bacaiana to the king was near at hand, advancing with all spced. Arbaces.
accordingly, decided to go to mcet their generals by the s b s t route, taking along the best
and most agile of his trwps, so t h a ~
in case they should be unable to persuade the Bactrians
by arguments tojoin in the rcvol~they might rcsm to arms to force than to shsrc with them
the same hopes'.
52 AS Gnoli, Zoroaster's Time and Homeland, 1980. p.92, suggested: This piece of
information not only shows the complete autonomy of the Bactrians at the end of the 7th
century B.C., but also their declared hostility towards the growing power of the Medes.
whose a s d o n they evidently feared.
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Zarinaia
A story which seems to have featured prominently in Ktesias' Median history is that of
the romance between the Saka queen Zarinaia and the ruler of Panhia, a nominally Median
domain.Diodoros cited Ktcsias in II.xxxiv.1-5:
'After the &arh of Artaeus, Ctesias continues, Artynes ruled over the Medes for
twenty-two years. and Astibaras for forty. During the reign of the latter the Parthians
revolted h m the Medes and entrusted both their country and their city to the hands of
the Sacae. This led to a war between the Sacae and the Medes, which lasted many
years, and after no small number of battles and the loss of many lives on both sides,
they finally a g e d to peace on the following terms. that the Parthians should be subject
to the Medes, but that both peoples should retain their former possessions and be
friends and allies for ever. At that time the Sacae were ruled by a woman named Zarina,
who was devoted to warfare and was in daring and efficiency by far the f a m o s t of the
women of the Sacae. Now this people, in general, have courageous women who share
with their husbands the dangers of war, but she, it is said, was the most conspicious of
them all for her beauty and remarkable as well with respect to both her designs and
whatever she undertook. For she subdued such of the neighbollring barbarian peoples
as had become pmud because of their boldness and were trying to enslave the people of
the Sacae, and into much of her own realm she introduced civilized life, founded not a
few cities, and, in a word, made the life of her people happier. Consequently, her
countrymen after her death, in gratitude for her benefactions and in remembrance of her
virtues, built her a tomb which was far the largest of any in their land; for they crected a
mangular pyramid, making the length of each side three stades and the height one
stade, and bringing it to a point at the top; and on the tomb they also placed a colossal
gilded statue of her and accorded her the honours belonging to heroes, and all the other
honours they bestowed upon her were more magdlcent than those which had fallen to
the lot of her ancestors'.
In his abridgment of Ktesias' history, Diodoros, a serious historian with a great task in hand.
seems to have omitted that which later writers most enjoyed retelling - the tale of the love
between Zarinaia and a Median leader. A certain Demetcios offered the following story:
'Styrangaeus, a Median man, having unhorsed a Sacian woman (for the women of the
Sacae join in battle like Amazons), was struck with the youth and beauty of the Sacian
and allowed her to escape. Afterwards, when peace was declared, he became
enamoured of her and failed in his suit He resolved to starve himself to death But k t
he wrote a letter upbraiding the woman thus: "1saved you, ay, you were saved through
me; and now I have perished through you"33.

Tr. Roberts, Dememus, On Sryle, 213.

That this is but a summary of a morc detailed Ktesian story is clear, not only from the contex4
a defence of Ktesias' style, and from the absence of introductory epistolary formulau. but also
from a comparison with the following Ktesian 6agments.
Nikolaos of Damaskos offers the fullest extant venion of the love-story:
That Sayaggaios, after the death of Marmares, the King of the Saka, fell ttcrrtly in
love with Zarinaia, and she with him. When he was coming near the town of
Roxanake, where the palace of the Sakai was. Zarinaia went out to meet him, and
looking upon him with much joy, she welcomed him and kissed him before everyone's
eyes, got in his carriage, and, chatting together, they went into the palace. Zaxinaia also
welcomed most splendidly the m y following him. Aftcnvads Styraggaios went off to
his lodging and sighed for his love of Zarinaios. Not k i n g strong, he c0nFided in the
most trusted of the eunuchs who accompanied him. He advised him to be of g a d
courage and, throwing off his cowardice, to speak with Zarinaia. He was persuaded,
and jumping up, went to her. She received him happily and after much sighing,
hesitation and blushing he said to her, that in his desire for her, he was b e g up in
passionate love. She, however, refused him gently, and said to him that the matter was
shameful and injurious, and for him much morc shameful and injurious, as he had as a
wife Rhoitaia, the daughter of Astibaros, whom she'd heard was much more beautiful
than herself and most other women. He ought then be brave not only before the enemy,
but also before such matters as when something pierces the soul. and should not. for
the sake of brief pleasure, which he could get from his concubines. be sorry for a long
time, as he would if Roitaia learnt of it. Leaving this aside she said he could ask for
anything else. Having heard this he was completely silent, greeted her again and left
Greatly down at heart, he complained to the eunuch. In the end he wrote on a leather
skin,and made his eunuch swear that h e n he'd committed suicide, he would give it to
Zarinaia directly. He had written: "Stryaggaios says the following to Zarinaia.I saved
you and am responsible for your present happiness. But you have killed me, and have
done so unnecessarily. If you had handled the matter fairly, you should enjoy all things
good and be happy, but if you did wrong, you should bear the same sorrow as I, for
you have warned me of the same". Having written this he placed it under the pillow and
bravely asked his sword for a departure to Hades. But the e ~ n u c h . . ~ ~ ' .
The Oxyrhynkos Papyri hgment, dating back to about the 2nd century A.D. introduced a god
into the tragedy:
:
d t c a lcon to
'...because you left..'. He said: 'Come, as a first step at any rate I I
Zarinaia'. He wrote: 'Suyaggaios speaks thus to Zarinaia: I saved you and it was by me
that you were saved. But I have been ruined by you and have killed myself, because
you were unwilling to grant me your favours. I did not of myself choose these evils

XW,(Lnndon, 1954).
p.83.
55 Own panslation h m the text in KCinig, Die Persika des Ktesiar, 1972, p.175.

54 E.Lobel and C.H.Roberts (td & u.),The OxyrhyncAur Popyri.

and this passion, but this god is one in whom you and all mankind share. Now to
whom he comes in gracious mood, to him he offers countless pleasures, and countless
other benifits he confers upon him. But whomsoever he visits in anga, as he visits me
now, on him he works countless evils and ends by desuoying him root and branch and
overthrowing him. This I infer from my own death. For I will call down no curses on
your head, but wiU make this prayer on your behalf, the fairest that can be: if you had
acted justly by me...36
As the line Dernetrios quoted h m Suyaggaios' letter krb pkv ai: boas, uai & p h 61' @
~~~kjh 6;:fia oi:&xo%pqv, apart from an intrusive pkv in the second clause, tallies
exactly with lines 7-9 of the papyrus. Lobel and Robuts believe. 'we are entitled to regard the
papyrus as containing not another rewriting of the story but the text of Ktesias'S7. Though this
may be the case, it is probable that the references to a divinity, found in no other hgment, was
inserted into the Ktesian text by a late Hellenistic hand
A version differing somewhat from those offered above can be found in the late
anonymous work, De Mulieribus quae bello clamenmt. 2:
Zarinaia. This woman, after the death of h a first husband and brother, Kydraios,
King of the Sakai, was manied to Mermeros, the dynast of the land of the Parthians.
When the King of the Persians invaded, she went to war and being wounded fled.
Being hard pressed by Aggaios, she went to him as a suppliant and was saved. Soon
after this h a husband captured him and wanted to lrill him. She wanted to save him.
Not being able to persuade her husband, she fieed some of the captives, with them
U e d Mexmeron, and gave over the land to Persia, concluding a friendship with Persia,
as Ktesias writes's8
Finally, a brief reference to the story can be found in Tzetzes. Chil. 12,894-899:
The people, the Sakai, whose invention the shield (sakos) was/ and among whom the
women fight together with the men/ as Ktesias has said, and many others./ "The
women of the Sakai, fight on horse back/ and again, Stryalios, a certain man from
among the MedesJ threw a woman of the Sakidai from h a horse"'59
Ktesias' Zarinaia story was undoubtedly a genuine Iranian tale he heard while at the
Persian cow@.' The number of versions of the Ktesian Zarinaia story was doubtlessly a result
of the wide circulation of an originally Ktesian story. One of the main reasons for the wide
circulation of the story was that it became, at a very early stage, part of a collection of stones

Sa Pap.2330. Modified version of uans. by Lobel and Roberts, The Oxyrhynchw Papyri,

XXII, 1954, p.84.
, T k Oxyrhynchur Pqpyri. XW,1954. p.82.
m the text in Ktinig, Die Persika des Ktesiar, 1972, p.127.
59 Own translation £mm the text in Ktinig, ibid.,p.202.
60 Brown. The Greek Historians. 1973, p.84.

57 Label and R o w
58 Own manslation h

about 'Remarkable Womens1. Surprisingly no scholar, to the present writer's knowledge. has
attempted a reconstruction of Ktesias' ori@ story, but the extant fragments of the stories art
not so incompatable as to render such a mnstruction impossible. That seems to have been
three main characters in Ktesias' story. The fvst is a Median called 'Styraggaios' (or by a
variant of this name - Nik., Oxy., Dcm., Tzctzes, De mulieribus), who was married to
Rhoitaia, daughter of Artibaros (Nik.), king of the Medes (Did). The second is the Saka
woman Zarinaia (Nik., Oxy., De Mufieribus), whose first husband was Kydraios. the Saka
king (De Mulieribus). The third is Mcrmeros. ruler of Panhia (De Mulieribus, or, according to
Nik., hlarmarts, king of the Saka'). The stages by which the story unfolded were probably as
follows. The Medes conquered Panhia @id.).
Mermeros made an alliance with his Saka
neighbours, married the late Saka king's wife Zaxinaia (De Mufieribus) , and with Saka help
revolted bom the Medes ( D i d ) . The Median King sent his son-in-law Styrragaios to r#.avcr
Parthia. In the ensuing battle Styrragaios unhorsed and captured the Saka princess Zarinaia
(Demeuios, De Mulieribus, Tzttzes). Being struck by her beauty and taking pity on her
Stymgaios allowed Zarinaia to escape (Demeuios, De Mulieribus). The war betwecn the
Medes and Parthian-Sakas continued (Diod.). Mermeros capturul Styrragaios. along with
some other Medes, and wanted to kill him. Zarinaia could not persuade her husband to spare
Styrragaios so freed the Median captives and together with them killed Mermeros (Dc
Mulieribus). Zarinaia then made peace with the Medes and gave them back Parthia (Did & Lk
Mulieribus). Styrragaios, having completely fallen in love with Zarinaia, upon a visit to the
Saka capital declares his love to her. Zarinaia rejects his advance and he plans to suicide
(Dememos, Nik. & Oxy.). There follows some twist in the story, but no extant fragment
offers any clue as to what this may have been and how the story ends (Nii).
Ktesias' Zarinaia story clearly supports ~ a c o b ~proposition
's
that Ktesias represents the
transition from literary Ionic to literary koine and that Ktesias became 'der Vater des
historischen Romans'62. It might also, however, offer a glimpse of Median Saka relations in
the 6th century B.C. Unfortunately the historical and geographical context of Zarinaia's conflict
with the Medians and the gtographical location of Zarinaia's kingdom are m a m upon which
the above h g m e n c offer few clues.
Although from Diodoros ILxxxiv. 1 it appears Ktesias set Zarinaia's conflict with the
Medians in the reign of Astibaras, Ktesias' eighth and last Median monarch, Nagel is probably
correct in identifying Zarinaia's Median opponent as Kyaxares W and is justified in arguing
At least six such collections are known to have existed, though modern scholars have
shown little interest in the corpus. A notable exception is P.A.Stadter, who in his P l u & d ~ ' s
Historical Merhodr, An Anatysis of t k Mufierum Vimues, (Cambridge Mass., 1%5), p.8
noted refmnces to at least five such works, other than the Mulierum Vimues of Plutrrrch, to
which he devoted a book
62 Jacoby, Xtesias', 1922, p . 2 W and p.2045 respectively. See also Label & Roberts, The
Oxyrhynchus Papyri, 1954, pp.82-83.

that as Kyaxares was occupied with conquering Assyria, Trans-Caucasia, Eastern Anatolian
and the Kimmerians from c.614 to 600 B.C. and with conquering Lydia from c.591to 585
B.C. his conflict with the Sakas and acquisition of Parthia might have taken place c.595
B.C.63
The problem of determining w h a t Ktesias may have conceived of the Zarinaia episode
as having taken place deserves same consideration There is only one clue to the geographical
context of the conflict This is the reference in Diodoros II.xxx to Zarinaia having 'founded not
a few cities', and having as her capital, the town of Roxanake. In Nikolaos' version Roxanake
is called fi n6Ay boa %cay .rb B a a k ~ o 6v.
v The only other reference to this town might
Stephanos'
~.
reference to @dra.ra~a,
be Stephanos' reference to the town of ' P o c o v a ~ a i a ~
~61152v Z a ~ a ymight
.
also have been drawn h r n Ktesias, where it might have been another
of Zarinaia's towns, but this reference offers no further clues as to the geographical location of
the Saka kingdom. The reference to Roxanake has been taken by some scholars to be an
allusion to the district of northern Afghanistan once called R ~ s h a n but
~ ~ as
, variants of
Roxana, 'the shining one', were common in the Iranian speaking world66,this identification is
of dubious value. The most probable etymology of Zarinaia's name does not, however, imply
a panicular geographical location. Of those ~uggested6~.
the most compelling is that it meant
'the golden one' (cf. the words for 'gold' in Avestan, zarri, in Sogdian zern and in Pahlavi,
It may have been the heroine's name which inspired one of the Lranian tellers of the tale
to add the notice which survives in Diodoros' story as a reference to a 'colossal gilded statue'
of Zarinaia being placed upon her tomb. The only clues to the geographical location of her
kingdom are that it was the Parthians who opened the door to the Saka, and that names very
similar to Zarinaia and Roxanake occur in a Hyrkanian context in Ktesias' story of the
Nagel, Ninur und Semiramis, 1982, pp.4447 and 161.
a.
.rb & L K ~ V 'Pocovo~aioq~ a 'Pocovo~atdrqq
i
~ a i
Stephanos, ' P o ~ o v o ~ a i x6Xy'Po~ovo~atav6q.
W.W.Tam, Greek in Bacma and India, (Cambridge, 1938; 1951). p.449.
66 There is even mention of a 'Poccivq in a Pantikapaion inscription. See M.Vasmer,
Unrersuchung iiber die dltesren Wohnsirze der Sloven, I: Die Iranier in S~idrussland,
(Lcipzig, 1923). p.49.
67 B.B.Grigorlev, '0 cra+cnoM Hapone car ax', (St.Petersburg,l87 1). p.96, suggested the
name was derived from the Slavonic word for dawn, in modem Russian, Zarja'.
V.I.Abaev, O c e m c x B aenr E + O A L K A O ~ ,1949, p.190, (cited in HSchmeja, lranisches
bei Luldan', I w b r k h e r Beirrdge zur K u l ~ s e n r cXW,
~ , 1972, p.27) c o n n d the
name with the ossetian woman's name Zbinl', and the pass word mentioned in Lukian.
Toxuris. 40. When the Skythian Dandamis swam the Tanais to rescue his captured friend,
The Sauromatae rushed at him with brandished javelins, intending to spear him to death,
but he called out "Zirin".If anyone says that, he is not killed by them, but is received as
coming to offer ransom'.
See Ktinig, Die Persika. 1972, p.46 and Schmeja, 'Iranisches bei Lukian', 1972, pp.26-27.

attempted rebellion against Dareios I (epitomised in Photios' Bibliotheke, 54 & 55). Ln this
story the satrap of Hyrkania, Teriteukhmes, married the King's daughter Amisms. Later,out
of love for his sister Roxana and hatred of his wife, the saaap ploned to kill his wife and rekl.
The satrap was killed before he could rebel by one of his companions, Udiastes, and the
satrap's family were put to death by the Persians. Mitdates, Udiastes' son and the satrap's
shield-bearer, had been sympathetic to the s m p and sought refuge in the town of Zaris.
Though it is not stated, it is possible, that Roxana was a native of Hyrkania and Zaris a town in
Hyrkania It is possible then that Ktesias, with an excellent imagination for all but names.
chose the names Roxana and Zarinaia for his two heroines as he knew of two towns in or near
Hyrkania called Roxanake and Zaris and conceived of the two heroines as coming from near
Hyrkania69. Zarinaia's Saka may then have come from in or near Hyrkarua. The association of
the Saka with towns need present no problem, the relationship between ancient nomads and
towns in their region probably being much closer than most modern day Westerners imagine.
and the association of the Saka with a region very near Hyrkania makes sense considering the
close alliance in the story between the Saka and the Hyrkanian neighbours, the Parthians.

Kyros' and Dareios' Central Asian campaigns
From his account of Median history, Ktesias would seem to have progressed in Book

VI to give an account of the career of Kyros the Great (559-530 B.C.), a caner which saw the
founding of the Persian Empire and which included a major expedition against the Saka of
C e n r d Asia Photios' epitome of Ktesias' eighth book begins (in ch.3) as follows70:
'And (he writes) that Kyros made war against the Sakai and that he captured Amorges,
the King of the Sakai, husband of Sparethrc. She, after the capture of her husband,
gathered an army together and made war against Kyros, leading forward 300,000men
and 200,000 women. She conquered Kyros and captured alive, along with many
others, Parmises, the brother of Amytis and three of his sons. For these Amorges was
later released, when those ones too (P. and sons) were released'.
Photios goes on to give an account in ch.4 of Kyros' campaign against Kroisos of Lydia. in
which Kyros had the assistance of Amorges, and in ch.5 of the downfall of Oibaras. In ch.6 &
7 Photios epitomises Ktesias' account of Kyros' war with a nomadic people distinct from
Amorges' Saka, the D e r b i i :
'(ch.6) But Kyros marched against the Derbikai, of whom Amoraios was King, and the
Derbiikai stirred up their elephants h m cover, and they routed K p s ' cavarly. K p s
himself fell from his horse and an Indian man, the Indians being allies of the Dcrbikai
and from whom the elephants came, this Indian then, hit the overthrown K y n s with a
spear below the hip joint in the thigh. He died from this, but at the time his own men

Konig, ibid., suggested that Zarinaia may be so named because she came from the city of
Zaris mention in the Terteukhmes story.
Translations will be h m the Greek text presented in Konig, Die Persika des Kusius. 1979.

picked him up still living and hurried back to camp. Many Persians and an equal
number of Derbikai died in the battle. They were 10,000.
(ch.7) Amorges, having heard about Kyros, arrived on the spot hastily with 20,000
Sakai cavalry, and with war breaking out between the Persians the Derbikai, the
Persians and Saka army won overwhelmingly. The King of the Dcrbikai, Amoraios
was also k i l l 4 himself and his two sons. 30,000 of the Derbikai died and of the
Persians, 9,000. 'The land went over to Kyros'.
Photius c l o d his epitome of Ktesias' m u n t of Kyros in ch.8 with the following passage:
'But Kyros, being about to die, established his first son, Kambysts, King, and he
appointed the younger son, Tanyoxarkes, as despot of Baktria and the land of
Khoramnia, Parthia and Karmania, defining the country without boundaries. From the
children of Spitames he appointed Spitakes saaap of the Derbikes, and Megabernes
satrap of the Barkaniai. He ordained that all should obey his mother. And he made
Amorges the right-hand friend of these and others.
Ktesias clearly believed two large nomad groups, Amorges' Sakai and Amoraios' Derbikai.
played an important role in the history of the northeast in Kyros' day. The problem of where
Ktesias would seem to have believed these two groups of Scythians dwelt will be returned to
later.
From an account of Kyros' life and the activity in the north east of the Sakai and
Derbikkai, Ktesias proceded to deal with the history of the Persian Empire from the reign of
Kambyses in Book W to the reign of Araxemes in Books XX-XXIII. Though no reference to
Ccnual Asian Saka is to be found in any cited fragment of Kttsias history of this later period,
although Photios' epitome (33b) of the Darcios section of Ktcsias' Persika (BkXTV) only
gives an account of Dareios' Kappadocian satrap's Sea-borne raid against Skythians (arguably
in the east Pontic region) and Dareios' expabtion against Skythians in the West Pontic
region71, and although H d o t o s seems to have known nothing of any activities by Dareios I
against Central Asian Saka. it is possible that his book on the reign of Dareios included a
detailed account of Dareios' dealings with at least one group of Central Asian S a k and that
some of the details of Ktesias' account might survive in two anecdotes in Polyainos'
Snategika. Polyainos' Snategikn VILxi6 and VILxii have been mslated as follows72:
Parius, in an expedition against the Saccae, found himself in danger of being inclosed
by three armies. Advancing therefore with all e m t i o n against that, which was
nearest to him, he engaged and defeated i t And h a b i ~ ghis men in the dresses and
arms of the Saccians. he marched against another army of the Saccac, advancing slowly
and securely as it were to meet their fiends. But the Persians, according to their orders.
71 The present

author offers a study of this Ktcsian mated. together with Htrodotos' ~ccount
of Dareios' Skythian expdtion, in a forthcoming Klio article entitled Parcios' Skythlan
expedition and its aftermath'.
72 R.Shepherd (tr.), Polyoenus' Stratagems of War, (London, 1793; Chicago, 1974).
Shephcrd n u m b these two passages W.xi.6 and YII.xi.8.

no sooner came within spear's length of them; than, inseuad of friendly falutations.
they fell upon them, and cut them to pieces. Thus victorious o v a two divisions of the
enemy, he advanced against the third; who, having learned the fate of the other two,
submitted to him without hazardink a battle.'
and
'Darius having invaded the Saccae. their three kings, Sactphares, Homarges, and
Thamyris, had retired in consultation upon the measures proper to bt taken in the
present emergency of their affairs. When a certain stable-keeper. Risaces [Sirakesn] by
name, was introduced to them, and proposed himself to destroy the Persian force: if
they would pledge themselves to him by oath, to give to his children and family all the
horses and treasures that from the destruction of the enemy should fall into their hands.
This being satisfactorily settled, he drew out his knife, cut off his nose, and ears,
maiming himself also in other parts of the body, and thus disfigured d e d to Darius:
who gave credit to his complaints of the cruel treatment he had rtceived from the
Saccian king. But, added he, by the eternal fire, and the s a c d water, I swear, that by
the Persians I will have my revenge. And it is in your power. by the means I will
explain to you, to give the glorious revenge I ask. Tomorrow night the Saccat mean to
shift their camp: I know the spot where they intend to post themselves; and can conduct
you to it by a nearer way, than they will take; where as in a net you shall inclose them I
am a horse-keeper, and know every step of the country for many miles around. But it
will be necessary to take with us water and provision for seven days: for this purpose
order preparations to be made: no time is to be lost. Having accordingly conducted the
army, in a march of seven days, into the most bamtn and sandy part of Media; when
both their water and provisions began to run short: the Chiliarch Rhanoshates.
suspeceing the treachery of their conductor, took him aside, and expostulated with him.
What could induce you, said he, to deceive so powerful a monarch, and so numerous
an army? You have brought us to a place destitute of every necessary of lifc. Neither
beast, nor bird inhabits it: nor do we know whither to procted, or how to return.
Risaces [Sirakes], clapping his hands, answered him with an effusion of laughter, I
have gained a noble victory: I have saved my country from impending danger, md by
famine and thirst consigned the Persian army to desuuction. The Chiliarch enraged
immediately m c k off his head. Darius fixed his sceptre in the ground, tying round it
his tiara and royal diadem; and climbing an eminence, implored Apollo in this momnt
of distress to preserve his army, and give him water. The god heard his prayers; and a
plentiful shower ensued. which they received on hides, and in vases; and subsisted on
it, till they reached Bacaum:
.
.
.
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Melber has argued that Polyainos drew his mataial for these anecdotes h m Kttsias as
Herodotos' work contains no information on Dartios' CenuaJ Asian expedition and as
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The Teubner text edited by E.Wotlfflin and I.Melber, Polyueni sfrategematon l i b i octo,
(Leipzig, 1887). offers the manuscipt readings C ~ p k and
q ~Z ~ ~ p 6 q g .

Polyainos seems to have drawn his andotes on Semiramis and Tomyris h m ~ t e s i a sIt~ is,
~.
however, by no means clear that Polyainos drew his Semiramis and Tomyris material from
Ktesias. As has been noted earlier, Polyainos' Semiramis story is unlikely to have been pure
Ktesias, and Polyainos' story of Tomyris' victory o v a Kyros is much closer to Herodotos'
(L202-214) and to the Ktesian story of Kyros' death which Photios epitfrom which a
Tomyris figure is entirely absent The 'Sirakes' figure in Polyainos' story of Dareios' Saka
e m t i o n , mareover, recalls the 'Sirakoi' of Polyainos' Semiramis tale, and as has been noted
earlier, no 'Sirakai' arc to be found in any cited Ktesian hgment Although the name of one of
the Saka kings Darcios is said to have faced in the Polyainos accoun6 'Homarges', is very
similar to the name of the Saka king caphlrcd and released by Kyros in Photius epitome of
Ktesias' Persih, 'Amorges', this Amorges is presented in Photius' epitome as an ally of the
Persians who even accompanied Kyros on the laters campaign against Sardis. Though it is
possible Ktesias might have had the Saka chieftain change his allegiance at the time of Dareios'
campaign, it seems more likely that a different writer used the chieftain's name differently.
P'jankov does not include either of these Polyainos passages in his collection of Ktesian
hgments75.

There are grounds, however, besides Melber's argument that H d o t o s could not have
furnished any of the information, for suggesting that Polyainos' anecdotes preserve some
Ktesian material. These grounds are that the anecdotes are reconcilable with the official
Behistun account of Dareios' Saka campaign. and that Ktesias is the writer most likely to have
reproduced this account No scholar has failed to note the similarity between these accounts of
Dareios' Saka campaign and the account in the Behistun inscription V.2O-30 of an e m t i o n
which must be dated to the third year of Dareios' reign, that is 519 B.C.76 and which Kent has
translated as followsn:
'Saith Darius the King: Afterwards with an army I set off to Scythia (Sakarn), after the
Scythians who wear the pointed cap. These Scythians went from me. When I arrived at
the sea [darya],beyond it there witb all my army I crossed. Afterwards I smote the
Scythians exceedingly; another (leader) I took captive; this one was lead bound to me
and I slew him The chief of them, by name Skunkha (Skuxa), him they seized and led
to me. There I made another their chief as was my desire. After that, the province
became mine'.

l4J.Melber,

'Uber die Quellen und den Wen der S t r a t e g e m e n d u n g des Polyh',
Jahrblickrfi classisck Philologie, Supp.XIV, Leipzig. 1885, p.460.
75 Pjankov, Cpemaa Aoaa, 1975.
76 G.G.Cameron. The Old Persian Text of the Bisitun Lnscription', Journal of Cwifonn
Sfdies, V. 1951, pp.52ff.
Kent, Old Persian. 1953, p.134.

The above Behistun passage has usually been interprevd as an account of a campaign
in Cenual Asia78.In 1972, however, Balcer argued that though both the Polyainos stories and
the Behistun inscription refer to the same campaign conduct4 by Darieos in 519 B.C. it was a
campaign not against the Saka of Central Asia, but against those of Europe, the Scytluans
against whom Herodotos records Dareios as marchingfs. Balcer's arguments included the
following. Firstly. the chronology of the Tabula Capitolina, which synchronises Dareios
Scythian expeditins with the murder of the tyrant Hipparchus in 514-3 B.C., is not reliable.
Secondly, similarities in the way in which Dareios' Skythian expedrtions arc recorded in
Herodotos Bk IV, Ktcsias F 13 (Photios ch.38b) , Polyainos VII.xi and the Bthisitun
Inscription co1.V. 20-30 might suggest that all four accounts are of the one and the same
e~pedition8~.
Thirdly, the reference to 'Saka Tigraxauda'. 'the Saka with the pointed caps', in
the Behistun inscription need not be a reference to tribes in Ctnual Asia as the ALLadian text of
Xerxes' Perspolis foundation tablet refers to 'Kimmerians (wearing) pointed caps' and the
Cimmerians lived in the k e a . Fourthly, the references to 'those beyond the Sea' in Darcios'
Persepolis inscription E, to 'Saka who are across the sea' in Dareios' Naqs-i-Rustam
inscription, and to 'Saka of the Marshs' in the stele erected at Tell-el-Maskhourah in 517 after
Dareios' Egyption e x N t i o n , must all refer to Skythlans vanquished by Dareios across the

e.g. Junge,, Saka-Studien, 1939, pp.67ff.; R.Kent, 'Old Persian Texts: IV.The Lists of
Provinces', Journal of Near Eastern Studies 2, (1943), p.305; A.A.Frejman, 'Ihenemara
s p a r Z I a p a ~ - C K R + C r y ~ x a ' ,Hesecraa A ~ a n e ~ EHayr
a
CCCP, O r n e ~ e ~ a e
Aureparypu a asnra, 1948, VII, 3, pp.235-240; V.V.Suuve. '2lapnB a crn+u
~ ~ K Y ~ ~ H O M B~CTHHK
O ~ ~ ? ' ,x ~ ~ B ECTOpKE,
H ~ P XXX, 1949, 4, pp.15-28 and n 0 ~ 0 d
Zapma I Ha caroe-~accareros',1946, pp.231-250, reproduced in Struve. STIOXY
no
E C T O ~ H HCesep~oroI I p a ~ e p ~ o ~ oKa~Ka3a
p b ~ , a CpeaHeP Asna, (Leningrad, 1968),
pp.51-102; A.R.Burn, Persia and the Greeks: the Ddence of the West, ~ 5 4 6 4 7 8B.C.,
(London, 1962). p. 103; M.A.Dandamaev, lloxon Zlapaa n p o r ~ eCK u+cxoro nAeuega
Tarpaxayna', KparKHe ~006IJeH~a
H ~ c r a r y r aaaponoe AaaK LXI, 1963. pp.175187; AT.Olmstead, History qf tk Persiun Empire , (Chicago, 1970), p. 141; I.V.Pjankov,
Uaccare~ar r e p o n o ~ a ' ,B~CTHKK
n p e s ~ e tacTopaa, CXXXII, 1975, pp.4670;
I.M.Oranskij, Zpe~HRpaHcKaa+KAOAOrER R ApeBHeKpaHCKOe EO~IO3HaEEeB CCCP
( 1957-1970). B e c r a ~ rXpeBHeP KCTOPEE, 1974,2, pp. 121-3.
79 J.M.Balcer, 'The Date of Herodotus lV.1 Darius' Scythian expedition', Hmmd Studicr in
Classical Philology, V, 76, 1972, pp.99- 132.
80 This had previously been suggested by E.Herzfeld, The Persian Empire, (Wiesbadcn,
1968). pp.290ff.
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Black Sea, and in the neighbourbood of the Maeotian marshes81. Fifthly, the Saka captive
depicted on the Behistun inscription and called Skunka and on the NqX-i-Rustam inscription
and called the 'Saka with the pointed cap' must be the Skythian prince, Marsagetes, to whom
Ktcsias r e f e d
Balccr's argument that even Skythrans on the north coast of the Black Sea wore pointed
hats can be considerably suengthened. The pointed hat of the Saka might not have
distinguished a particular region so much as a particular class. Lukian, in his story Scy&
or
Cons~~l,
I, describes the Scythian Toxaris as follows:
'At home he was not a member of the royal family or of those who wear the felt cap;
he belonged to the general run of the people- called 'eight feet" in Scythia, meaning the
owner of two oxen and a m'
The pointed cap would seem to perform a similar class denoting function, albeit a narrower
one, in Persian society where it was worn by the King alone82. It is even possible, as Cornillot
has recently argued, that the names C r b B a ~and KoXh~aywere derived from Iranian words
meaning 'wearers of pointed caps'm. This is the only argument of Balcer's, howevtr, which
can be suengthened and the possibility that 'S& Tigraxaudii' described European Skythlans
does not mean that Dareios was refering to these Skyth~answhen he used the term in the
Behistun inscription.

The following translations are modified versions ('Saka' being used instead of 'Scythian?
of those in Kent, Old Persiun, 1953. Dareios' Persepolis inscription E, II.5-18 rcads:
'...these are the countries which I got into my possession ...and bore me tribute:...Ionians
who are of the mainland and (those) who are by the sea, and countries which are across the
sea...Saka...'. Dareios' inscription at NaqS-i-Rustam, a, 15-30 reads: '...these are the
counmes which I seized outside of Persia; I ruled over them and they bore tribute to me...
Sin& Amyrgian Saka,Saka with pointed caps, Saka who are across the sea'. Dareios, in
his Persepolis inscription H LI.3-10, described his empire as: 'from the Saka who are
beyond Sogdiana thence into Ethiopia: h m Sind then into Sardis'. Finally, a stele emxed at
Tell-el-Maskhourah in 517 B.C., after Darcios' Egyptian expedition. refcres to 'the Saka of
the marshs and the Saka of the plains'.
82 On Scythian social organisaticm see by G M z i l , Romons de Scythie et d'alentour, (Paris,
1978). p. 196, where n t h o q o p ~ rvf is interpreted as 'aristocratic guembre' and
A.M.Khazanov, C o g ~ a h a ~ a~cropmx
a
cra+oB,(Ivloscow, 1975).
83 F. Comillot, 'De Skythks A Kolaxais', Sacdia 1ranica ,X. 1981, pp.7-52.

Although Balcer's thesis was endorsed by Cameron in 1975", it was soundly rejected
by Harmatta in 197685. Harmatta's reasons for rejecting the thesis include the following.
Firstly, the synchronisms given by the Tab& C a p i t o l i ~are in most cases m w t . Secondly,
then is no direct parallelism between the Behistun account and the Greek aczounts, and neither
Hcrodotos, Kttsias nor Polyainos dates the Skythian expeditions to which they refer. Thirdly,
there is no evidence that the Saka Tigraxauda dwelt in the Crimean area and Herodotos'
reference to Kimmerian remains in the Crimea does not mean Dareios conflict with the
Scythians took place there. Fourthly, Dandamaev and Bogoljubov have shown that it is
possible to improve upon Kent's restoration of the Behistun t e ~ t and
8 ~ Harmana's suggested
mading leaves Little doubt that it was against the Central Asian Saka that Dartios fought in 519:
'Saith Darius the king: Afterwards I went with an army against the Saka land.
Afterwards the Sakas who wear pointed cap, these Sakas marched against me. Then I
arrived at the sea A river by name Araxh, I crossed it with all equipment. Afterwards I
slew the Saka army, another (army) they took captive, this was led bound to me. And
who was the chief among the Sakas, by name Skunxa, they seized him and led him to
me. There I made another chief as was my desire.'
The restoration of the name Ar& would discount Schnitzler's thwry that the 'darya'
which Dareios crossed was the Caspian Seaa7. It does not, however, affect Schnirzler's thwry
that the Saka Tigrakauda, against whom Dareios marched, had affmities with those people
known to later tradition as the Sarmatians, Aorsoi and Alansaa.It is possible that the Arcuro
which Dareios crossed was not the main course of the Oxos river but the branch which flowed
into the Caspianm, that Kyros too had campaign in this region. and thus a Berossos fragment
G.G.Cameron, 'Darius the Great and his Scythian (Saka) Campaign. Bisitun and
Herodotus', Acta Iranica, 1975, pp.77-88.
J.Harmatta, 'Darius' e x w t i o n against the Saka Tigraxauda', Antiquo Antiqu, XXIV,
1976, pp.15-2LS and followed by W.Nagel. 'Frada, Skuncha und der Sakcn-Feldzug dcs
Darius It, in H.Koch and D.N.MacKenzie (ed.), Kunst, Kultur und Geschichte dcr
Achhenidenzeit und ihr Fortleben, (Archaeologische Mitteilungen aus Iran, 10, Berlin,
1983), p.169.
86 M-A-Dandarnaev,lloxon ZIap~anporm crE+croro nAeMeHa Tarpaxayna', K p a n ~ e
C O O ~ # ~ E Hkbmm
~
HapOnOB A Q m,
~ 1963, pp.176-7.
87 Schnitzler, 'Der Sakenfeldzug Dareios", 1972, p.63.
Ibid.
89 On the ancient course of the Oxos see A-Henmann, Alte Geographic dcs unteren
Oxusgebiets, (Berlin, 1914), 'Saka', 1920, co1.1780, 'Gibt es noch cin Oxusproblem?,
Petennanm Geographisck Mimilung, LXXVI, 1930, pp.286-7 and 'Die Wohnsi~cder
Massageten', ibid., LXXW, 1931, p.75-76. Nagel, 'Frada, Skuncha und der SakenFeldzug des Darius 1'. 1983, pp.171-173 argued that Dareios' captor Skunka, had been the
chief of the Saka Paradraya and that these Saka could be identified with the Dahai bttween
the Caspian, the Uzboi and the Aral.
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(FGrH 680 F 10) has Kyros die 'in the Dahai plain' and that the tribes whom Dareios met
beyond this river, between the Caspian and the Aral, had affinities with the Sarmatians, Sirakoi
and Aorsoi of later timesgo.
An association of the Saka Tigrakauda against whom Dareios fought and the early
Sarmatian groups of the north Caspian area can not be supported by noting the number of
women associated with Central Asian affairs in the 7th and 6th centuriesg1,for although at least
two of these women, Zarinaia and Tomyris appear to be associated with tribes on the west
Caspian coast, others such as the Babylonian Semiramis and the wife of Amorges, Sparethre,
were not, and it is possible that while the role played by Saka women in their tribes &airs may
have helped inspired some of the stories, a greater role was played by the expectations of the
audience to which the stories, whether in Persian or Greek,were directed and by the medium
through which many of these stories where transmiaed. It is clear that Polyainos drew many of
his anecdotes form Plutarch's Mulierwn V i m e s . and that many similar collections of stories
on women were circulating in Hellenistic times92. The number of Saka women in the extant
stories is probably a better measure of the interest they held for later writers than the status they
enjoyed in early times.

It is significant, however, that the name of the Saka hero of Polyainos's stcond Saka
story is Sirakes and the name of the people whose revolt is said in Polyainos' Semiramis story
to have been energetically crushed by the Queen is Sirakes. Krctschmer and Kothe have argued
that as there are numerous references to the Sirakoi dwelling in the north Caucasian region
from the fourth century onwards, the Sirakoi tribe had migrated in the 7th century £rom the
0x0s. the context in which Polyainos' uses the name, through Hyrkania into Assyria and then
retired with the Skythian nomads northwards over the Caucasus93. Though possible, a
northerly route is also conceivable. As the nomads against whom Kyros and Dareios
campaigned dwelt north of a branch of the 0x0s which flowed into the Caspian, that is, they
dwelt between the Caspian and the Aral. as the references to Sirakoi in the Kuban-North
Caucasus region in the late fourth century B.C. can be interpreted as alluding to their recent

As has been argued by Junge, Sub-Studien, 1939, pp.61-82.
i w Lvld Semiramis. 1982, p.157 suggests 'Alle diesc Heminen stammen aus dem
reimnoma&schcn Milieu dcr n ~ c W-er..'
h .
92 See Stadter. Plutarch's Historical Methods, 1965, pp.15-29 and the summary of
R.J.Phillips, T k Sources rurd Methods of Polyaenur, (PhD Diss., Harvard, 1971). in
Harvard Studies in Classical Philology, WMVL 1972, pp.297-8.
93 Krctschmer, Z i p a y,
~ Pautys Real-Encycloptidie &r clarsischen AltenumwissenrchqF,
IIlA.1, 1927, pp.282-3 and H.Kothe, PcT Skythenbegriff bei Herodot', Klio, LI, 1969,
p.16.
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arrival from the northg4. and as archaeological investigations suggest the bearers of the
'Sarmatian' present in the Kuban and north Caucasus in the late fourth century B.C. had come
from the rcgion of the lower ~ o l g athen
~ ~ it, is clear that the 'Sirakoi' might only have had a
homeland on the north Caspiac coast for the whole of the 6th and 5th century. Tberc is no need
to postulate, as the present author has earlier done. that the name 'Sirakoi' was taken £ram an
origin north-Caucasian context for use in the story of Darcios' Central Asian e r n t i o n % .
Polyainos' stories of Dareios' Saka expedition might, like his story of Semiramis, go back to
Ktesias and Ktesias may have h e a d of the Sirakoi as being one of the uibes against whom
Kyros or Dartios had marched He used this ethnonym in the form of a personal name for his
account of Darcios' expdtion and projected it back into his Semiramis story, at a point where
Semiramis' actions art a mere projection of those of Kyros and Danios.
The possibility that Ktesias' conception of Central Asian ethnography closely
resembled that of the early Akhaemenids. Amorges' Sakai and the Derbies comsponding to
the Sak'a Haumavargi and Sak'a Tigrakaud5 of the Akhacmenid inscriptions, might now be
discussed.

Amorges' Saka and the Derbikes
There have been numerous attempted identifications and localisations of Amorges'
Sakai. Clearly related to Ktesias' 'Apopyq~is the 'Ap6pytov nesiov C ~ K ~which
V ,
Stephanos (s.v. 'Ap6pytot) says Hellanikos refered to in his Skythika.and the 'Ap6mot
whom Herodotos (VD.64) brigades with the Baktrians in his Persian army. The Amyrgioi
homeland which these notices imply has not, however, been unanimously a g d upon. The
Sistan-Gedrosian desert area was favoured as the homeland in 1906 by Thomas, who believed
Sakastana was settled by Saka as early as the sixth century B.Cg7 but this belief has been
shown to be of dubious historical ~ a l u e 9 ~
Tbe
. western Pamirs has been favoured by several

g4 E.g. Suabo XI.v.8. For a full discussion of these later references see John R.GardinerGarden, 'Fourth Century Conceptions of Maiotian Ethnogaphy', Historia, XXXV, 1986,
2, pp.220-22 1.
95 For some references to the relevant Soviet littram see Gardiner-Garden, ibid., p.222
n.145.
% Ibid.
97 F.W.Thomas, 'Sakastana. Where dwelt the Sakas named by Darius and Herdotus?',
Journal of tk Royal Asiaric Society of Greor Britain and Ireland, 1906. pp. 199 and 463.
98 See Daftha, L'imrnigrazion &i Sab nella D r m g i a ~1967.
.

scholarsgg, but although archaeological researches have put Saka habitation of the Pamirs in
Achaemenid times beyond doubt, Hellanikos specifically refers to an 'Apbpytov n&iovlOO
and although it is possible that by this he meant a valley or plateau in the Pamirs, there are areas
of Cenual Asia to which the term xdiov might more naturally refer. The area around Merv,
Margiana, has been favoured by Grigor'ev, Smve, Bemshtam, Dandamaev and Hamislol.
This identification has found two juseif~cations.The first is that the hydronym Mwgab is not
just to be found in the Pamirs, but is also to be found in the region of Mew. The second is that
Herodotos (VII.64) brigaded the Amyrgioi Skythians with the Bakuians, and Margiana is not
only adjacent to Baktria but geographically inseparable from it. Ktinig believed that if
Sparmias was the real name of Amorges wife, and if this was derived from the Persian
Sparmithra, 'the eye of Mithra', then it is possible that Amorges' Sakai dwelt close to Persia,
in eastern Asia Minorloz. However, given Ktesias' unreliability with personal names, a
localisation of the Amyrgioi near to Persia is not necessary. The steppes on the Syr Darya and
Ferghana were first suggested by Herzfeld in 1932 and Junge in 1939, both of whom favoured
identifying the Amyrgioi with the Saka Haumavarga of the Achaemenid inscriptionslo3, and
the localisation has been favoured more recently by P'jankov and Nagellm. The Saka
Haurnavarga of some inscriptions seem to be the 'Saka beyond Sogdiana' of others1°5. This
would fit in well with P'jankov's and Khlopin's reconstruction of a march by Kyros eastward
~ Q ~ o m a s c h e k'Amyrgioi
.
Sakai', Paulys Real-Encyclopddie der classischen
Alternunnvissemhcaft, 1894, co1.2011; J.Marquart, Untersuchungen zur Geschichte von
Eran, (Leipzig, 1905), pp.86 and 137-142; A.Herrmann, 'Sakai', Paulys RealEncyclopiidie der classisckn Alternunnvissenshcaft, 1920, pp. 1794 and Das Land der
Seide wui Tibet im L i c k der A&
(Leipzig, 1938: Amsterdam, 1968). pp.9- 10; Junge,
Saka-Srudien. 1939, p.85; V.Abaev, TeponoToBcKEe Z K ~ ~ CTehyot',
LL
Bonpocar
S3bIK03HaHE& 2, 1981, pp.74 & 76.
lW As J.Marquan Unrersuchungen zur Geschichte von Eran, 2 Vols.. (Leipzig. 1905). II,
p.140 noted.
101 B.B.Grigorlev, 0 CXE)CXOM Hapone c a ~ a ,
x(S~Petersburg,1871). pp.5-8; V.V.Struve,
Uoxon Ztap~aIHa C ~ K O B - ~ a c c a r e1949,
r o ~ ' ,I, p.104; M.A.Dandamaev, IIoxom ZIap~a
UpOTaB CKE)CKOrO UAeMeHE T~rpaxayna',KpaTxEe COO~IIJ~HERM H C M T ~ T ~HaPOAOB
AQEH,LXI, 1963, p.180; M.Hamis, 'Recherches sur les Saces et leurs rapports culturels
avec les Wou-souen', Annuaire du Colldge de France, LXXIII. 1973, p.452.
l m K6nig. Die Persika des Ktesim, 1972, p.72.
la EHcrdeld, 'Sakastcn', Archeologische Mineilungen aus Iran N,1932, p.10 and Junge,
Saka-Studien, 1939. pp.86 and 95.
l W I.V.P1jankov,'Ca~a',Wosecraa O ~ d e ~ e 0~6ag a
e c ~ e e ~ a a aayn
r x AH T a m . CCP, 3,
LEI, (Dushanbe, 1968). pp.13-14; W-Nagel N i w und Semiramis, 1982, pp.63, 86 and
91 n.4 and 13 and kcla, Skuncha und der Saken-Feldzug des Darius 1', in HKoch and
D.N.Mackenzie (ed.), Kumr, Kultur und Geschichre der Achimenidenzeit und ihr
Fonleben, (Archaeologische Mitteilungen nus Iran, 10, Berlin, 1983). p.171.
lm DPh lines 3-4.
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from his Parthian and Hyrkanian provinces. along the Tedjen river valley, through h i a and
Drangiana, northwards along the edge of the Hindu-Kush to the 0x0s. then nonh west along
the Oxos, eventually crossing the river to meet the Saka on the Sogdian plainsl06. As
Herodotos' and Hellanikos' references to the tribe and the plain are both likely to have been
drawn from the work of Hekataios, based upon official Persian sources~07,it is highly
probable that 'Amyrgioi', was an attempted phonetic rendering of 'Haumavarga' and that
Ktesias followed Hekataios in this usage.
Turning now to the Derbikes, extant Ktesian fragments give no clear idea of Ktesias'
conception of this people. Sometimes it seems Ktesias may have associated the Derbikai with
western Central Asia In Diodoros' list of nations subdued by the Assyrian Ninos (ILii.3-4),
where Ktesias is the citcd source, the Derbikai seem to be closely associated with the land
bordering on the Caspian Sea. Ninos ruled:
'all the barbarian nations who inhabit the shores of the Pontos as far as the Tanais; he
also made himself lord of the lands of the Cadusii, Tapyri, Hyrcanii, Drangi, of the
Derbici, Carmanii, Choramnaei, and of the Borcanii, and Parthyaei; and he invaded
both Persis and Susiana and Caspiana, as it is called, which is entered by exceedingly
narrow passes known for that reason as the Caspian Gates. Many other lesser nations
he also brought under his rule, about whom it would be a long task to speak. But since
Bacmana was difficult to invade and contained multitudes of warlike men. after much
toil and labour in vain he deferred to a later time the war against Bactriana'.
Othertimes it appears Ktesias may have associated the Derbikai with eastern Central Asia.
Thus in Photios' epitome of ch.6 the Derbikai are said to have fought Kyros with Indian allies
and Indian elephants, and Stephanos gave the following account of the Auppaiot:
'A tribe which stretches up to Baktria and the Indika.Ktesias in his Persika book 10,
"but the land lies to the south. the Dy-rbaioi, whom stretch up to Bakma and
Indika" '108.

Iw pljankov, K' ~onpocyo MapmpyTe noxoxa KEpa I1 Ha ~ a c c a r e r o ~BecmEn
',
ApeBHet
Ecropaa, LXXXIX.1964, 3, pp.115-130 and 1.I.Khlopin. '6a~~pEff~xHff
XIOXOA KEpa
II', ~itorientalische~orschun&n,I (Berlin, 1974, pp.21&7.
lo7 This has been argued in the present author's work, Herodoros' contempories on Skythian
ethnography and gwgrqtry, submitted to the series Papers on Inner Asia..
lo8 Own translation.

The name Derbikai has, moreover, been linked with the demon called in the Rigveda Il.xiv.3
Dlbhika and a one who lived near Herat in the Videvdat 1.8 Driwika 109. Given the apparent
contradiction in the Ktesian material, Nagel concluded that there must have been two separate
groups of Dcrbikes in the 6th century B.C. and that it was against the more easterly group that
Kyros had campaignedH0.It is, however, possible to explain the reference to an Indian force
assisting the Derbikes in their war with Kyros as an interpolation of images associated with
Dareios' Indian campaign, and though the mbes name may be relatcd to that of a demon in
eastern Iranian epic tradition, the mbe n d not bt located exactly where the demon once was
located.
The Derbikes arc associated most strongly with western Central Asia Not only does
Strab (Xviii.8) write that:
'on the other side of the Hyrcanians are Derbices; and the Cadusii border on the Medi
and Matiani below the Parachoathras'
and (X.xi.8) locate the Tapyroi between the Derbikes and HyrkaniansHl, but Stephanos, in
his entry under A e p p i ~ ~ awrites
t,
that they are 'a people close to Hyrcania..Ktesias calls
them Derbioi or Dcrbissoi'"2.
That Stephanos' Derbikkai, Derbioi, Derbissoi and Dyrbaioi all come from a single
original Ktesian form is clear, not simply by comparing the forms in the various hgmcnts and
manuscriptsll3, but also by comparing Stephaonos' descriptions of the Dyrbaioi with Smbo's
description of the Dcrbikai. Stephanos writes that the Dyrbaioi:
'are happy, wealthy and very law-abiding men. They do no one harm, nor kill anyone.
If they h d gold, clothing, silver or anythmg else on the road, they do not take it up.

This equation was first suggested by Geiger, Oairanische K d f w im Altemun, 1882, p204
(cited Gnoli, Zoroaster 's Time and Homeland, 1980, p.67 n.58). It was later adopted by
Brunnhofer, Iran und Turan, 1889, pp.8lf & 206ff. (cited by Konig, Die Persika, 1972,
p.56), A.Christensen, Le premier Chopitre du Vendidad, (Kopenhagen, 1943). p.62,
Konig, Die Persiko, 1972, p.56, Gnoli, Zoroasrer's Time and Homeland, 1980, p.67 n.58
and Nagel, Ninus und Semiramis, 1982, p.67 (for the linking of the Derbikes with the
Drbhika of the Rig Veda).
110 Nagel, Ninus und Semiramis, 1982, pp.63, 67 and map W . J.Marquart, Wchrot wad
Arang, widen, 1938). pp.107-8 had also interpreted Ktesias as refcring to an eastern
Derbikes, perhaps in the Hindu-Kush.
Henning. Zoroptter, 1951, p.26, mentions the Dcrbikts 'whom Ctesias wrongly- 1
on the Indian border while in fact they lived in the neighburhood of Hyrcania'. This is
insupportable. Kttsias was probably responsible for both localisations and neither can be
said to be right or wrong.
l2 Own translation.
113 Set the study of the problem in Pljankov, Cpemaa Aoaa, 1975, pp.149 and 186-7.
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They do not bake bread...except on account of sacrifices. They make barley meal
much softer than the Greeks, and they eat barley bread.'
and Strabo writes that the DcrbiLai:
'slaughter people even for slight offences. The Derbices worship Mother Earth; and
they do not sacrifice, or cat, anything that is female, and when men become over
seventy years of age they are slaughtered, and their flesh is consumed by their nearest
of b;
but their old women arc strangled and then buried. However, the men who die
under seventy years of age are not eaten but only buried'
It might, moreover, be noted that the above descriptions of the Dyrbaioi/Dcrbilrai
closely resemble Herodotos' description (12 16) of the Massagerai:
Though they (the Massagetai) set no certain term to Life, yet when a man is very old all
his kin meet together and kill him, with beasts of the flock besides, then boil the flesh
and feast on it. This is held to be the happiest death; when a man dies of a sickness they
do not eat him, but bury him in the tarth, and lament that he would not live to be killed.
They never sow; their fare is their live-stock and the fish which they have in abundance
from the h e s ' .
Similar customs are attributed to the Derbikkai by Aelianos and to the Massagetai and
by Porphyriosl14. The correspondence in the way Massagetai and Derbekai customs arc
described could be explained in any of several ways. Firstly, two distinct tribes, the Massagetai
and Derbikes, may have shared the same custom and were thus both recorded as having this
custom. The descriptions. however, cornspond too closely for such an 'historical' explanation
to be entertained. Secondly, two distinct tribes, the Massagetai and Derbikcs, may have been
so closely associated politically and culnrrally, that the early mord of this custom among one
of the tribes was taken as evidence for the custom among the o h m . This would be possible
were it not that ancient writers would seem not to have conceived of the Massagetai and
Derbikai as neighbours. Herodotos (I.202) had Kyros killed by the Massagetai and made no
mention of the Dcrbikai while Ktesias (Photios 6) had Kyros W e d by the DcrbiLai and made
no mention of the Massagetai. Thirdly, and most probably, the tribal-names Massagetai and
Derbikai were, for some ancient Greek writers, interchangable. Thus, Kyros probably did not,
as Nagel would suggestlls, campaign against both Massagetai and a more easterly Derbikes,
but against a people dwelling in western Central Asia known to the Greeks by (at least) two
names.

Il4 Aelianos, Poikile historia TV.1: The Derbikkai kill those over 70 years of age, saaificing
the men and strangling the women' and Porphyries Peri apokks empsukhon, IV.21: 'It is
said that the Massagetai and Derbikes believe in automatically ldlling the most decrepit of
their kin, for they premanmly sacrifice and eat the dearest of their elderly'. (Own
translation).
115 Nagel, N i r m und Semiramis, 1982, pp.63-67.

One variation which can be detected in the stories associated with Massagetai and
Derbikai customs is the age at which the elderly were sacrificed, for although all the above
mentioned writers either specify no age or 70 years of age, Sextus Empiricus and Philostratos
spec* 60 years of age1l6. In 1975 P'jankov suggested that while the notices on the Dcrbikai
can be traced back to Ktesias, the notices on the 60 years of age can be traced back to a still
earlier source, Hellanikos, who writes the following of the Hyperboreans: They lead 60-year
olds out of the city gates and abandon them'l 17. It is clear that Ktesias was aware of the earlier,
possibly Hellanikan, possibly Hekataian, reference to killing of elders. It is less likely.
however, that Ktesias drew his ethnonym Derbikai'from Hellanikos or Hekataios. He may
have picked up the name Dcrbikai in his own day and transferred to this new name much of
what his predecessors (Hekataios, Hellanikos and Herodotos) had associated with the terms
Massagetai and Hyperborcans.
Variants of the nibal-name Derbikai' enjoyed a long life in classical literatureH8.
Cunius, for example, included the uibe in his catalogue of Dareios IU's army:
The Hyrcani had mustered 6000 as excellent horsemen as those nations could furnish,
as well as 1000 Tapurian cavalry. The Derbices had armed 40,000 foot-soldiers; most
of these carried spears tipped with bronze or iron, but some had hardened the wooden
shaft by fire'l19
Though Thomas believed this reference testifies to the power of the people as late as
Alexander's own day120, it is clearly little more than a formula drawn from the earliest miition
in which Hyrkanians. Tapurians and Derbikai are always mentioned together, and in which the
names Massagetai and Derbikai are virtually interchangeable.Thus the attention Curtius pays to
the metals used by the Derbikai, reflects the attention paid by Herodotos and Hellanikos to the
metals used by the Massagetail21.

116 Sextus Empiricus, Pyrroneioi hyporyposeis, lII.210 & 228 and Philostratus, The life of
Apollonios, VI.20.
117 I.V.P'jankov, Uaccarerar cocexa ~ ~ x a l l g e Bin
' , B.Gafurov and B.A.Litvinskij,
Cpeaaaa Aaaa, (Moscow, 1977). pp.55-56. Hellanikos F187 b) Clemen~Snomara, 1.15.
118 Diony6us Periegesis 734, 738 located the A E ~ ~ ~ I Oon
I the river Mardos, between the
Hykanioi, Tapuroi and Baktroi. Mela LII.39 wrote Caspii, Arnazones (Sauromati&e),
Albani, Moschi, Hyrcani, in Scythico AnuYdi et Pesrici er iam ad frenun Derbices. pliny
VI.xviii-48 included in his catalogue of triks near the Caspian, 'the Dcrbiccs, Oaxus...'.
Ptolemy VLx2 p l a d the A e p w d p ~in the steppes north of Margiane, on the lower course
of the 0x0s. between the Daai, Masagetai and Tapmi. Tabula Peuringericuromentioned the
Dcrbiccae between the rivers Nigrinus and Oxus. See Tomaschek, 'Dcrbikes', P4urys RealEncyclopidie &r chsischen AlrertwnnvissenshcgF. V.l, 1903, ~01.238.
"9 M u s III.ii.7.
120 Thomas, 'Sakastana', 1906, p.462.
121 H a . 1215-6 and Strabo XI.viii.6.

These associations of Ktesias' M i k e s with the Massagemi of HeroQtos and the west
Caspian coast region, point to an association with the Saka Tigrakauda, for as has been
suggested in the earlier discussion of Dareios' Saka expexhtion, although the wearing of
pointed caps was probably common to most northern nomads, the name 'Saka of the Pointed
caps' was probably used to designate a Saka p u p near to the west Caspian coast 'Ibough
'Dcrbikes' is clearly not an attempted rendering of Tigrakauda' as 'Amyrgoi' probably was of
'Haumavarga', that the Persian ethnonym was known to the Grtcks is clear fxom Haodotos'
reference (m.92) to the ' O p e o ~ o p u ~ & v'the
~ ~ wean
o ~ , of pointed-hats'. Hcrodotos' placing
of the people in the 10th satrapy, along with Medcs. was probably, as Junge has suggested,
for want of somewhere to insm the name1z2. The same people may have been labelled
'Derbikai' by Ktesias as had been labelled 'Saka Tigrakauda' by Dimios.
To conclude discussion of Ktesias' conception of Salra and Derbikai, it is tcrnpeing to
subscribe to P'jankov's understanding of the Ktesian's conception:
'Sakai and Derbikai are two "Scythian" people. The Sakai were widely h o w n of
outside Ktesias. The Derbikai were. it appears, mentioned for the fim time by Ktesias.
Their names had two senses- a narrow (specialist) one and a wide (general) one. In the
first, since the name "Sakai" belonged to the group of "Scyhmn" mbes of the eastern
part of G n k d Asia, and the name "Derbikes" to the group of "ScytfLlan" mbes of the
western pan of Central Asia, corresponding, perhaps, to the "Massagetain of other
authors. Ln the second sense, both names belong to "Scythian" in general. Ktesias had
no clear conception of either the Sakai ar the Mi.
He oscilated between the two
senses of the names'l".
P'jankov may, however, have overlooked one very important aspect of Ktesias' concept of
Central Asian ethnography. This aspect was an underestimation of the distance across Central
Asia, from the Caspian Sea to India Modem scholars might puzzle at Ktesias' apparent ability
to associate both the Saka and Derbikai with both westan and eastan Ctntral Asia, but this is
perhaps because we conceive of peoples being enumaated from west to east across the breadth
of Central Asia Ktesias, with no idea of the gap between the Caspian and the Aral, probably
conceived of the Derbikai stretching fmm the Caspian to Bakaia, and Amorges' Sakai dwelling
to the north of them. This would fit in well with P'jankov's own model of Ktcsias' northern
ethnography, a model which has Ktesias conceive of the Parthioi, Khonrmnioi and Bakuioi as
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Junge, Saka-Studien, 1939, pp.44-45 and 63 n. 1.
P'jankov, Cpemaa Aeaa, 1975, p.5.

lying on a central westcast axis, and the Barkanioi, Hyrkanioi and Dcrbikai as lying to their
north on a south-north axis1".
Trogus Pompeius
Tbe discussion might now ban to the influence Ktcsias' work on Ccnwl Asian history
had upon the formulation of subsequent Scythian and Amazon histories. In thc 2nd book of his
epitome of Trogus' work Justin gave a detailed account of Skythian affairs. Whereas Justin's
account of Pontic Skythlan affairs carresponds closely with H n o d ~ t o s ' l his
~ ~ account
,
of
Central Asian Skythian affairs is clearly of a non-Herodotcan origin. In II.iii Justin mentioned
the Skyhan victories over Dareios, Kyms and Zopyrion, their foundation of the Parthian and
Bakhian powers, and, in greater detail, their war against Sesosuis. Herdotos offers different
accounts of the war against Dareios, Kyros and Seso~trisl2~.
In II.iv Justin gave a detailed
history, including fourteen personal names, of the Amazons, said to be descended from a
group of exiled Skythians. Herodotos' version (IV.llO-116) had the Sauromatai who are
descended from the Skythians exiles, these having taken Amazon wives, and included no
personal names.
To investigate further the identity of the non-Herodotean source of Trogus' account of
early Central Asian history discussion might turn from Justin to Jordanes. Jordanes' account of
the war between the Goths and Vesosis of Egypt m s p o n d s so closely to Justin's account of

P'jankov, ' C s e a e ~ ~K aT ~ c E ~ ' ,1961, p.100 and CpenRaa A o ~ a 1975,
,
pp.5-6. On the
problems of localising the names refercd to see R.Schmitt, 'Die Wiedergabe iranischer
Namen bci Ktesias von Knidos im Vagleisch zur sonstigen griechischen ijbcriieferung', in
J.Harmatta (d),
Prolegomena to the sources of the History of Pre-Islamic Cennal Asia,
(Budapest, 1979). pp. 129-131. I.I.Khlopin, Zur Usung des RHtsels des Akes-Flusses
(Her.III.l17)', Orientalh Lovanienna Periodica, II, 1971, p. 147 n.30 and Gnoli,
Zoroaster's Time and Homeland, 1980, p p . 3 9 4 8~100.
125 For example Justin's stories in II.v of rebellious Skythian slaves and Dareios' Skyhan
campaign comespond closely to stories in HerJV.3 and IV.87.
126 For example, Justin said the Skytlums defeated Sesosms. Herodotos (ll102-3) said
Sesosms defeated the Skythms. and 'marched over the country till he had passed over
from Asia to Europe and subdued the Scytluans and Thracians'. Justin said the Skythians
took 15 years to subdue Asia, which remained a Skythian tributary for 1500 years.
Hcrodotos said the Skythians ruled Asia for 28 years. Justin said the Slrythians imposed
'only a moderate uibute. rather as a token of their power over it, than as a recompense for
their victory'. Hcrodotos (1.106) wrote 'all the land was wasted by reason of their violence
and their pride, for. besides that they extracted from each the tribute which laid upon him,
they rode about the land carrying off all men's possessions'.

the Skythians' war against Sesosms, that Jordanes' source may have been Trogu~12~.
Jordanes indeed cites Trogus on Skythian related matters in ch.48. Whether Jordanes used
Trogus directly, or indirectly through Paulus Orosius is unclearla. Jordanes' account of the
conflict between Kyros and the Getic Queen Tomyris129 corrcsponds closely to Justin's
account of the conflict between Kyros and the Skythian Queen Tamyris. Here a line h m
Trogus through Orosius is even more evident Trogus is Jordanes' cird source, but Orosius'
account is so similar to Justin's and Jordanes that he was almost certainly the intumediary
between Trogus and Jordanesl30. Jordanes' claim that Tomyris founded the city of Tornis,
may be inspired by his own imagination or a folk e t y r n ~ l g y but
l ~ ~was certainly in keeping
with a tendency evident in Trogus' work to attribute the foundation of nations and cities to
Amazon queens. Justin's epitome of Trogus' history of the Amazons (II.iv) included mention
of a plain near the Thermodon called Themiskyrios, probably said by Trogus himself to have
Jordanes 47. The similarity was noted by V.Iliescu, 'Bemerkung zur gotenfrcundlichen
Einstellung in den Getica des Jordanes', I: Actes de la XIIe Confkrence Internationale
d'dtudes classiques, Eirene, 1972, Bucharest, (Amsterdam, 1975), p.414. Jordanes twice
cites Trogus, VI.48 and X.61. There is no problem in Jordanes interchanging Cotes, Gerae
and Scyrhae.
In the context of an attempt to prove that Vesosis waged a war against the Goths, Jordanes
wrote in ch.44: 'Concerning these female warriors Orosius speaks in convincing language'.
It is possible that Orosius included in his own history the Trogean history of Skythian
expansion. Other intermediaries besides Trogus and Orosius might have been Dio
Chrysostom and Cassiodorus (both periodically cited). Mommsen's grounds for believing
that Orosius was the only author other than Cassiodorus of which Jordanes made direct use.
are unsound. As C.C.Mierow, in his inuoduction to The Gothic History of Jordanes,
(1915; New York, 1966). p.26, points out, Mornmsen (in his editorial comments to
Jordanes, RONM et Genca, 1882) errs when he says that Orosius is the only author
Jordanes refers to by book number. Ptolemaios and Syrnmachus are also refered to by book
(Jordanes III.16 and XV.83 respectively).
129 Jordanes X.61-62.
130 Jordanes X.61: Tunc Cyrus, rex Persanun, post grande intervdlum er pene post DCXXX
annorum tempores (Pompew Trogo testom)Getregime Thomyre sibi e&
. iabik
W i t
bellum. Orosius, Historianun Advetsum Pagatws, I1.7: Iginv idem Cymproximi ttmporis
successu Scythis b e l l m inntlir. quem Thamyris regina q u a tunc genn' praeerat cum
prohibere transint Araais frmMunis
posset, transire pemisit ... Justin I.viii.1: Cyrrrs subact0
Asia et universo Oriente in potestatem adacto Scythh bellurn infen. Erat w m o r e r e g i ~
Scytharum Tamyris, quae non muliebrirer adventu hosrium rerrita, cum prohibm eos
transiru Ara&flmlUlUnis
posset, ransire pennisit ...
131 Jordanes offers foundation stories for three cities in Moesia; Tomis (62). Marcianopolis
(Nicopolis?) (101) and Anchialos (108). It is possible that Jordanes had lived in these cities
and picked up the etymologies from its inhabitants. Cf. Iliescu. 'Bemerkungen zur
gotenfrcundlichen Einstellung', 1972, p.417 n.52.
12'

been founded by the famous Amazon of that name.Jordanes would, therefore, seem to be as
ultimately dependant on Trogus' account of the Skythian and Amazon history. as Justin,
Trogus' epitomiser, was. But who was Trogus' source?
Trogus' s o m e for historical episodes later than the 3rd ctntuy B.C., the Skythian
foundation of the Parthian and Baktrian nations, and Skythian successes against Zopyrion and
the Romans, may well have been a Mithridatic histo~ianl~~,
but who was his source for the
Skytbian-Arnamn history? Gutschmid postulated a 4th centlay Athenian source. but offers no
name or mechanisml33. The source was clearly not Hcrodotos, though Herodotos did mention
a Queen Tomyris. The frarher investigation of this source's identity and use, is best pursued
through an examination of Diodws' work
Diodoros' account of Skythian and Amazon history corresponds so closely to the
Trogean account reconsacted above that use of a common source is probable. Diodoros'
account of the Skythian-Sesosaisconflict resembles Trogus'lM. His history of the Amazons
in II.45-46, while not including the great cast of leading Amazons and Skythians named by
Trogus, corresponds with Trogus' history, as preserved in Justin Il.iv at almost every point
The Amazon homeland was on the Thermodon river. A warlike Queen emerged and was
responsible for the initial tribal expansion. Right breasts were burnt off. The city of
Themiskyra and Themiskyrian plain arc mentioned. The first great queen (Justin's Mmpesira)
was succeeded by her daughter (Justin's Orithya).The daughter surpassed h a mother in great
deeds and further expanded the kingdom. Herakles made an expedition against the Amazons
and met Queen Hippolyte. Pcnthesilca, at the b e of the Trojan war, was the last great Amazon
queen and the race soon afterwards dwindled out of existence. The correspondence between
the accounts is not only close with respect to content, but also the order in which episodes are
picsented
As Diodoros' source in the above account is not cited, observing the above
correspondences does not in itself provide an identification for Trogus' source. Observing the
similarity between Diodws' story of the Saka queen Zarinaia in IL34.3-5 and his story of the
Amazon queens in I1.45-46 does. however, lead us to a source. As Diodoros' Zarinaia story
was derived from a Ktesian Zarinaia story so might Diodoros' and Trogus' Amazon stories go
back to an originally Ktesian tale. The problem is that the transmission in this later case.
Diodoros might have drawn upon two different sowces, Ktesias and someone who reworked

m Justin II.i.3 and ILiii.3-6 respectively. See Rostovtzeff, Skythien, 1931, p.107.
A.Gutschmid, Die beiden crstcn Biicher des Pompeius Trogus', Kleine Schrifen, V,
(Leipzig, 1894). pp.16lff.
1% Diodws I.lv.3-5. The same tradition is preserved in the work of Dikaiarkhos. Kees.
'Sesoms', Padys Real-Encyclopidie der c h s i s c k n Alrernunnvissenrchoft, IIA.2, 1923,
col. 1861- 1876, provides an overview of all the historical and historiographical problems
associattd with this story.
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Ktesias. As Kusias' Zarinaia can be seen in Justin's and Jordanes' Amamn queens, Marpcsia
and Orithya, as well as Diodoros' anonymous Amazon queen, it is possible that Kusias' story
of a Saka queen was used in the composition of at least one Amazon queen story before
Diodoros' time. Who then was responsible for the marriage of Ktesias Zarinaia story ard the
Hellanikan h u z o n history?
Jacoby long ago suggested Deinon played a role in transmitting and transforming
Ktesias' Assyrian, Median and Persian history135,but Schwartz, seemingly on the grounds
that Deinon was the father of Kleitarkhos, had earlier been the fmt to suggest Deinon may be
'das Mittelglied zwischen K. und der romanhaften Alexanderhist~rie'l~~.
Jamby a g e d with
the definition but added one qualification. Although Winon appears to have been read widely
in antiquity, so was Ktesias, and with regard to Ktesias 'diirfte die Wirkung nicht nur eine
indirekte gewesen ~ e i n ' lJawby
~ ~ . accordingly suggested that Ktesias was used directly by
Ephoros who was in turn source for Trogus' early Asian history (Justin 1.1-3). that Ktesias
was used directly for Trogus' Assyrian history, and that a combination of Hcrodotos, Ktesias
and a third writer was responsible for Trogus' Median-Persian history. Neither Schwaru nor
Jacoby, however, say who may have been used for Trogus' early history of the Skythians and
Amazons (Justin 11.1-5).
The above question was offered its fmt answer by Gutschrnid, who claimed that
Deinon was not only responsible for the content of the stories, but also for the pro-skyth~~~

Jacoby, Xtesias', 1922, w1.2069: 'Dinon schient in hellenistischer Zeit allcrdings das
Hauptbuch gewesen zu sein (...), was wohl darauf beruht, das er die letzet, bis auf das
Ende des Reiches herabgefrihrte Darstellung gegeben hat. Sie fusste in ihrcn Uttrcn Tcilen
offensichtlich ganz auf K. natiirlich mit der Massgabe, dass Dinon ihn in dtr Richtung
effektvoll- rhetorische Ausgestaltung zu iibemffen sucht, ihn variicrtt und durch solche
Mittel die stoffliche Abhhgigkeit vcrdectt, ganz wie cs K selbst mit Herodot gemacht hat'
Jamby successfully supports this conclusion with numerous examples.
lMSchwartz, Dinon 2)'. Pautys Real-Encyclopddie der c h s i s c k n A l t e ~ s ~
V.1, 1903, ~1.654.
13' Jacoby. 'Ktesias', 1922, co1.2069: 'Poseidonios had ihn noch gelesen (Cic.de.divin.
1.46); Plutarch benum ihn im Artaxaxes zrrr Cornund Ergiinzung des Ktesias, fiia den
zweiten Teil von c.22 an, wo Ktesias versagte, liegt er wohl zu Grund (vgl.ffg.29 = Plut
Anax. 30).
135
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sympathies and anti-Herodotean polemics138,and that Deinon's source was in turn a Persian
authorityl39. Rostovtzeffs response was to point out that it is highly improbable that stories in
which the Persians are twice defeated by Skythians would be of Persian origin, and that
elements of Skythian idealisation found in Trogus' work did not come from Kttsias or Deinon,
but h m a lam source who simply drew upon the above two writers for material140. Though
the first response is appropriate, the second is not The idealisation of Skythians had been a
part of the historical literam long beforc Deinon wrote, so there is no reason why a romantic
historian such as he might not have been responsible for the elements of idealisation in Trogus'
work.

In 1964 Iliescu was prepared to con& Trogus' use of Deinon's Persih in the h t
book of his Histonae Philippime, but was not convinced that Gutschmid proved use of Deinon
in Trogus' second book, nor certain of the source of Trogus' idealisation 141. The caution with
which Iliescu and Rostovtzeff have approached Gutschmid's thesis is commendable.
Gutschmid did not discuss the Zarinaia story of the history of idealisation of Skythians.
Having discussed these, however, the appropriateness of Gutschmid's thesis is clear. The
material on tarly Skythians and Axnamns in Jordanes and Justin might therefore be traced back

Gutschmid, Die beiden ersten Biicher', 1894, pp.87ff.. concluded 'Als Quelle des ersten
Buches ist Deinons Pmische Geschichte nachgewiesen worden. Es criibrigt nur noch, zu
zeigen, dass alle fiir den Urheber der skythischen Nachrichten des Trogus ermittelten
Kriterien auf diesen passen' This Gutschmid does in pp.102-104, pointing to 1) the
correspondence of Trogus with Arrian and Polyainos (the latter of whom is known to have
used Deinon), 2) the contrasting of Egypt and Skythia, (d.Deinon, F 23b), and 4) use of
folhales on Sesoshis and the Skythians.
139 Rostovueff, Skythien, 1931, p.109, was not the first to regard Deinon's source as a
problem, for Gutschmid wrote: 'Das e G g e Bedenken, welches man gegen cine Ableitung
des Abschnittes des Trogus iiber die Skythen aus Deinon haben ktinnte, dass dieser in
seiner Pcrsischen Geschichtc keinen Anlass gehabt habe, die vollstbdig Geographic und
Geschichte Skythiens zu bchandeln, erledigt sich bci ntihercm Zusehen von selbts: and
further that 'Die Nachrichten des Trogus enthaltcn also Nichts, was nicht in eincr pcrsischen
Geschichte wie die dcs Deinon vorkommen musste'. Though this is perhaps a reasonable
conclusion, it is not reasonable to say 'die Quelle der Nachrichten des Trogus IikSkythien
dcn persischen Standpunkt einnimmt..'
la Rostovtzeff, ibid., p.109.
141 Iliescu, 'Bcmerkung zur gotcnfrtundlichcn Einstellung in den Getica dts Jordanes', 1972,
p.415 11.38. On the latter point, 'Und auch in diesem Fall wissen wir nicht, ob die
"VerscWnerungWder AnfB[nge ckr skythischen Geschichte b d c in dcr Vorlage gleichwohl
welche es gewesen sein mag- zu finden war, oder sit dem Skythenliebhaber Trogus zu
verdanken ist, um so mchr als es sich um weiarrriickliegende und b g s t vergessene h g e
handelte'.
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to Trogus, from him to Deinon and from him to Ktcsias. Similar matcrial in Diodoros may k
traced back to Deinon, who used Ktesias, and to Ktesias.
Thus, though Murray r t j d aaanpts to accredit Kttsias and Deinon with a major role
in Hellenistic historiography, believing it 'unnecessary to set up these two as the source of a
type of Hellenistic history when their predecessor Herodotus is such a much more obvious
candidate', it is clear that the above cycle of stories owe a lot more to Ktcsias and Deinon than
they do to H c r ~ d o t o s ~ ~ ~ .

Ktesias' geography
Though such scholars as Hcrrmann have suggested that Kusias told his fabulous tales
without too much concern for geographical context143, that Ktesias worked with some very
defrnite geographical conceptions would seem probable considering that besides his Persib,
Indika, and Phoroi, Ktesias wrote a geographical work variously called a Periodos, Periegcrir
and Periploi 144. There are very few extant fragments of Ktcsias' geographical treatise, but
from those few fragments that are extant it is possible to speculate that the first book might
have dealt with Egypt and westem Asia Minorl45, the second with Asia from the Caucasus

0-Murray, 'Herodotus and Hellenistic Culture',Classical Quurterty, XW, 1972, p.212.
More recently Drews, The Greek accowrtr of -tern history , 1973, p. 116, has argued that
though it is tempting to denounce Ktcsias 'it is ma important to remgnk that his P&
reflected his contemporaries' interest in early Eastern history' and that he was read by
Isocrates, Xenophon, Plato, Aristotle, Ephorus, Thtopompus. Diodorus, Niwlaus and
Pompeius Trogus, the last of whom 'usedeither the Persica itself or a work dependent on it
(Dinon?)'.
143 Herrmann, 'Sakai', Paulys Real-Encyclopddie der classischen Altenumswksenrchqii,
IA.2, 1929, col. 1174: 'Aber ob er mit scinen teilweise unglaubwiirdigen ErztUlungen
btstimmte geographische Vorstellungen vcrbunden hat, ist.Jicht unwahrschtinlich'.
144 For discussion of Ktesias' Indika see McChdle, Ancient India as described by Ktesias.
1882 (1973) and Jacoby, 'Ktesias', 1922, pp.2037-39. For discussion of Kwias' Phwoi
see Jacoby, ibid., pp.2039-40. For the fragments of Ktesias' geographical ucatisc see
FGrH 688 F 55-58.
14' Thus Stephanos' reference to Sigynnos 'a city of Egypt, as Ktcsias (writes) in the 1st
(book)of (his) Periplous', and thus the reference to the 1st book of Ktcsias*Pcriodos in
connection with the mountains and Makronai on the south Euxine coast in Schol. on
Apollonios of Rhodes, 11.1015.
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The extant 6agment.sof the geographical treatise do
eastwardlU and the third with the
no4 however, give any grounds for determining the continental boundaries with which Ktesias
worked. For an understanding of Kusias' continental boundaries, it is necessary to nun back
to Ktesias' Persih.
Though it is evident from the Periodos fragment in Scholia on Apollonios of Rhodes
(U.399) that Ktesias mentioned the Kolkhian Phasis in his geographical work, and though
Herodotos' treatment of this river suggested that it was regarded in some quarters as a
continental boundary, it is, as Jamby noted in 1922, unlikely that it constitutd a boundary for
Ktesiasla. The river which would seem to have featured as the boundary between Eurcp and
Asia in Ktesias*historical work was the Tanais. Kesias' Asia would seem to have been bound
by the Nile, the Tanais and the Indus. King Ninos, the hero of the Ktesian story, is said by
Jordanes (Gaia 5) to have conquered all of Asia 'to Libya on the side of Egyp~and to Europe
on the side of the Danube', by Justin (I.i.5) to have crossed Asia to Libya, and by Diodoros
(II-ii.1) to have been 'seized with a powerful desire to subdue all of Asia that lies between the
Tanais and the Nile'149 and (II.ii.3) to have conquered nearly all Asia, subduing among other
nations, the Egyptians, and 'all the barbarian nations who inhabit the shores of the Pontus as
far as the Tanais'. Although it is possible that these passages are reworkings of Ktesias into
which post-Alexandrian hydrological conceptions have been introduced, it is also possible that
Ktesias had himself conceived of the Tanais as stretching from the Maeotis, where a DonTanais had been used as a continental boundary at a very early date's, to the source of the
Jaxartcslsl. Though Jacoby has correctly noted that Ktesias is included in no ancient list of
geographers, nor once cited by Pliny and has argued that apart from his compatriot

Thus the reference in Scholia to Apollonios of Riwdes , II.399, to Ktesias' mention of the
Kolkhis: That the Amaranta mountain is in the Kolkhian land, Ktesias informs in Book 2.
The Phasis, however, flows from the Anncnian mountains. as Eratosthenes says, and
disgorges through the Kolkhis into the sea'.
147 Thus Stephanos' citating of Ktesias' Book 3 on the subject of the Sicilian city Kosue.
la Jacoby, Xtesias', 1922, ~1.2036.
149 The Nile as a continental bunchy might seem to present a problem, with half of Egypt
thus falling inside and half outside Asia. Ktesias might simply, however, have placed the
whole of Egypt within Asia (thus dtaling with both Egypt and Asia Minor in Book I of his
Periodos) a d might have canaived of the
dividing Egypt from Libya
lS0Jacoby, Die F r a p n t e &r Griechisckn Hinoriker, (Berlin, 1923). Pt.1 a, pp.352-4 and
J.D.P.Bolton, Aristeus of Proconnesrrs, (Oxford, 1962). p.190.
lS1 As suggested also by P'jankov, tsenegaa Krecm o BnaltemHw B a p ~ ~ Ha
~ s anocrone
Upma'. 1961, pp.98-103, Wcropga Uepcm' KT~CRR H cpeme-aeaarcrue carpamxu
Aneuemuos', B~CTKEKn p e e ~ e tcrop- XCII, 1%5,2. pp.35-50 and Cpeanaa Asm
B HeeecTHw a m o r o HcTopsixa Krecm, 1975, p22.

Agarharkhides no ancient geographer used his geography d k ~ t l y lKttsias
~ ~ , may have played
a principle part in the developmnt of the concept of a Tanais which included within its course
the lower Don and the Iaxants, a concept which was to feature so prominently in the works of
Eudoxos, Epharos, Aristotle and some Alexander historians.

Conclusion
It might then bt concluded that though modan scholars invariably undcrcslim.tr the
amount of Ktesian material accessible through extant m u n t s . undcrtthe r e l m of
this material to the study of ancient Central Asia. and underestimate Ktesias' influence on
subsequent historical, ethnographic and geographical writing, it is possible to piece together
Ktesias' conception of Central Asian history and ethnography, to gain from Ktcsian material
valuable insights into Persian and Babylonian perceptions of Assyrian, Median and Pcnian
contact with Central Asian Skythians. and to see Ktcsias, through the medium of Dcinon and
Kleitarkhos, as having influenced subsequent writings on Skyhans.
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Jacoby, 'Ktesias', 1922, co1.2971. On Agatharkhides, see F.Susemih1, Gwchichre &r
griechischen Literafur in der Alexandrinerzeit, I, (Leipzig, 1891; Hildcsheim, 1965).
p.689.

